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Abstract ID : 2

Mean PB to Failure – Initial results from a
long-term study of disk storage patterns at the RACF

Abstract
The RACF (RHIC-ATLAS Computing Facility) has operated a large, multi-purpose dedicated
computing facility since the mid-1990’s, serving a worldwide, geographically diverse scientific
community that is a major contributor to various HEPN projects. A central component of
the RACF is the Linux-based worker node cluster that is used for both computing and data
storage purposes. It currently has nearly 50,000 computing cores and over 23 PB of storage
capacity distributed over 12,000+ (non-SSD) disk drives.
The majority of the 12,000+ disk drives provides a cost-effective solution for dCache/xRootd-
managed storage, and a key concern is the reliability of this solution over the lifetime
of the hardware, particularly as the number of disk drives and the storage capacity of
individual drives grow. We report initial results of a long-term study to measure lifetime PB
read/written to disk drives in the worker node cluster. We discuss the historical disk drive
mortality rate, disk drive manufacturers’ published MPBTF (Mean PB to Failure) data and
how they are correlated to our results.
The results helps the RACF understand the productivity and reliability of its storage solutions
and has implications for other highly-available storage systems (NFS, GPFS, CVMFS, etc)
with large I/O requirements.
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Intrusion Detection in Grid computing by Intelligent
Analysis of Jobs Behavior – The LHC ALICE Case

Abstract
Grid infrastructures allow users flexible on-demand usage of computing resources using
an Internet connection. A remarkable example of a Grid in High Energy Physics (HEP)
research is used by the ALICE experiment at European Organization for Nuclear Research
CERN. Physicists can submit jobs used to process the huge amount of particle collision
data produced by the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. Grids allow the submission
of user developed jobs (code and data). They also have interfaces to Internet, storage
systems, experiment infrastructure and other networks. This creates an important security
challenge. Even when Grid system administrators perform a careful security assessment
of sites, worker nodes, storage elements and central services, an attacker could still take
advantage of unknown vulnerabilities (zero day). This attacker could enter and escalate her
access privileges to misuse the computational resources for unauthorized or even criminal
purposes. She could even manipulate the data of the experiments.
Accordingly, Grid systems require an automatic tool to monitor and analyze the behavior
of user jobs. This tool should analyze data generated by jobs such as log entries, traces,
system calls, to determine if they run in a desired behavior or are performing any kind
of attack on the system. The tool should react to the attack by sending alerts, logging
information about relevant events and performing automatic defensive actions (for example
stopping a suspicious process). This piece of software could be classified as Grid Intrusion
Detection Systems (Grid-IDS). Traditional IDS allow detection of attacks by fixed if-then
rules based on signatures. It compares the input data with known predefined conditions
from previous events. This strategy fails when a new type of intrusion is used, even with
a slightly difference. Artificial intelligence algorithms have been suggested as a method to
improve Intrusion Detection Systems. By the usage of a Machine Learning approach it is
possible to train the IDS on generalizing among attacks even when they are completely new.
Intelligent IDS can also analyze the huge amount of data generated in Grid logs and process
traces to determine a misbehaving scenario (data mining). This Grid IDS has to be adapted
to highly distributed scenarios, when collaboration among geographically separate sites is
necessary and reliability on central services is not always an option.
Currently there is no framework that allows us to fulfill all the above requirements. We
will design and build such framework. This framework should allow the monitoring and
analysis of grid job behavior to detect attack attempts, even if new techniques or zero day
vulnerabilities are utilized. This framework should also perform required countermeasures for
its protection. In a first step, we plan to analyze the behavior of the usual job execution in
the ALICE experiment Grid. We will determine the most important metrics to characterize
a “bad” behavior (an attack). Later we will collect data from the Grid logs using these
metrics and will use this data to train a machine learning algorithm. The algorithm will
allow us classification of jobs as in desired or undesired state depending on the data produced
in their execution. We plan to implement the proposed framework as a software prototype
that will be tested as a component of the ALICE Grid middelware.
Keywords – grid computing, distributed computing, distributed System security, artificial
intelligence, data mining, Intrusion Detection Systems.
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Optimizing resource allocation in Cloud based
environments

Abstract

Computing activities performed by user groups in the Public Research and in the Public
Administrations are usually not constant over long periods of time (e.g. one year). The
amount of computing resources effectively used by such user teams may therefore vary in a
quite significant way. On these environments it is usual for the teams to stipulate with the
Data Centers contracts for the provision of an average computing capacity to be guaranteed
during a long period (e.g. one year) rather than of an agreed amount of computing resources
that should be available at any given time. In these Data Centers new hardware resources
are acquired according to the user best estimates of the annual computing resources needed
for their activities and partitioned among them. The partitioning policy is defined in terms
of fractions of average usage of the total available capacity (i.e. the percentage of the Data
Center’s computing resources each team has the right to use averaging over a fixed time
window). In order to respect the contracts, the administrators have to enforce that each
stakeholder team, at the end of any sufficiently long period of time, and hence of the entire
year, has got its agreed average number of resources. Moreover, since in general the request
for resources is much greater than the amount of the available resources, it becomes necessary
to seek to maximize their utilization by adopting a proper resource sharing model. In the
current OpenStack model, the resource allocation to the user teams (i.e. the projects) can
be done only by granting fixed quotas. Such amount of resources cannot be exceeded by one
group even if there are unused resources allocated to other groups. So, in a scenario of full
resource usage for a specific project, new requests are simply rejected. Past experience has
shown that, when resources are statically partitioned (e.g. via quota) among user teams,
the global efficiency in the Data Center’s resource usage is usually quite low (often less than
50%). INFN has started to address this issue by developing a pluggable scheduler, named
FairShareScheduler, as extension of the current OpenStack scheduler. In particular the
FairShareScheduler provides a persistent queuing mechanism for handling user requests and
adopts a resources provisioning model based on the advanced SLURM’s fair-share algorithm
which allows to maximize the resources usage as well as to guarantee the resources are
equally distributed among users and groups by considering the portion of the resources
allocated to them and the resources already consumed. We describe how this FairShare
scheduler has been implemented, and we report about some first experiences on its usage.
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Extending DIRAC File Management with
Erasure-Coding for efficient storage.

Abstract
The state of the art in Grid style data management is to achieve increased resilience of
data via multiple complete replicas of data files across multiple storage endpoints. While
this is effective, it is not the most space-efficient approach to resilience, especially when the
reliability of individual storage endpoints is sufficiently high that only a few will be inactive
at any point in time.
We extended the Dirac File Catalogue and file management interface to allow the placement
of erasure-coded files: each file distributed as N identically-sized chunks of data striped
across a vector of storage endpoints, encoded such that any M chunks can be lost and the
original file can be reconstructed.
The tools developed are transparent to the user, and, as well as allowing up and downloading
of data to Grid storage, also provide the possibility of parallelizing access across all of the
distributed chunks at once, improving data transfer and IO performance. We expect this
approach to be of most interest to smaller VOs, who have tighter bounds on the storage
available to them, but larger VOs may be interested as their total data increases during Run
2.
With this in mind, we tested the applicability of our tools to the NA62 analysis model, which
already expects data to be distributed across multiple Tier-2 sites.
We provide an analysis of the costs and benefits of the approach, along with future develop-
ment and implementation plans.

Primary author(s) : Dr. SKIPSEY, Samuel Cadellin
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Enabling Object Storage via shims for Grid
Middleware

Abstract
The Object Store model has quickly become the de-facto basis of most commercially successful
mass storage infrastructure, backing so-called “Cloud” storage such as Amazon S3, but also
underlying the implementation of most parallel distributed storage systems. Many of the
assumptions in object store design are similar, but not identical, to concepts in the design of
Grid Storage Elements, although the requirement for “POSIX-like” filesystem structures
on top of SEs makes the disjunction seem larger. As modern object stores provide many
features that most Grid SEs do not (block level striping, parallel access, automatic file repair,
etc), it is of interest to see how easily we can provide interfaces to typical object stores via
plugins and shims for Grid tools, and how well experiments can adapt their data models to
them.
We present the experience of developing plugins for the currently-popular ceph parallel
distributed filesystem, for GFAL2 and also other Grid file access and data management
tools.
Additionally, we present evaluation of, and first-deployment experiences with, (for example)
Xrootd-Ceph interfaces for direct object-store access, for ATLAS at RAL.
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Scaling Agile Infrastructure to people

Abstract
When CERN migrated its infrastructure away from home-grown fabric management tools to
emerging industry-standard open-source solutions, the immediate technical challenges and
motivation were clear. The move to a multi-site Cloud Computing model meant that the
toolchains that were growing around this ecosystem would be a good choice, the challenge
was to leverage them.
The use of open-source tools brings challenges other than merely how to deploy them.
Home-grown software, for all the deficiencies identified at the outset of the project, has the
benefit of growing with the organization. This presentation will examine what challenges
there were in adapting open-source tools to the needs of the organization, particularly in the
areas of multi-group development and security.
Additionally, the increase in scale of the plant required changes to how Change Management
was organized and managed. Continuous Integration techniques are used in order to manage
the rate of change across multiple groups, and the tools and workflow for this will be
examined.
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Computer security: surviving and operating services
despite highly skilled and well-funded organised

crime groups

Abstract

This presentation gives an overview of the current computer security landscape. It describes
the main vectors of compromises in the academic community including lessons learnt, reveals
inner mechanisms of the underground economy to expose how our computing resources
are exploited by organised crime groups, and gives recommendations how to better protect
our computing infrastructures. By showing how these attacks are both sophisticated and
profitable, the presentation concludes that an important mean to adopt an appropriate
response is to build a tight international collaboration and trusted information sharing
mechanisms within the community.
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Enabling identity federation for the research and
academic communities

Abstract

Federated identity management (FIM) is an arrangement made among multiple organisations
that lets subscribers use the same identification data, e.g. account names & credentials, to
obtain access to the secured resources and computing services of all other organisations in
the group. Specifically in the various research communities there is an increased interest in
a common approach as there is obviously a large potential for synergies. Several research
communities, infrastructures and as well as federations have worked together in this area.
This presentation will give an overview of this ongoing effort, including a common vision
for FIM, a set of requirements and a number of recommendations for ensuring secure and
interoperable operations across multiple administrative domains. In particular, the current
SCI / Sir-T-Fi work will be presented, providing details on a common trust framework
proposing minimal requirements for participants, as well as a common security incident
response policy for federations.
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Distributed Root analysis on an ARM cluster

Abstract
An ARM cluster, CEPH, ROOT and the energy balance
The total cost of ownershipt (TCO) of todays computer centres are increasingly driven the
power consumption of computing equipment. The question arises if Intel based CPUs are
still the best choice for analysis tasks. Furthermore, data-driven computing models are
emerging.
This contribution compares performance, TCO, power and energy consumption of an ARM
based CEPH cluster with off the shelf computers and an average GridKa compute node.
The ARM cluster was constructed from 16 CubieBoards that comprise a dual Core ARM-A7
CPU at 1GHz as well as a SATA controller.
As analysis use case of this comparison we chose a simple high-energy di-muon events
simulated for LHC.
The goal is to assess which configuration is better suited for future analysis hardware.
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ALDIRAC, a commercial extension to DIRAC

Abstract
We provide a report on ALDIRAC, the first DIRAC extension for a commercial application.
DIRAC is a complete distributed computing solution, initially implemented for the LHCb
experiment but now used by a wider community. The ALDIRAC extension is designed for
the Alpes Lasers SA company in Neuchatel, Switzerland, to perform the simulation of the
properties of Quantum Cascade Lasers on a Cloud system, namely Amazon EC2.
In this report, we will demonstrate that DIRAC is well suited to be used as a commercial
solution. We will put an emphasis on the software developments required to use it in such
a context. In particular, the resources used will be detailed. Moreover, as the Intellectual
Property is an essential aspect of the business, a special treatment of the simulation software
installation was implemented. Additional developments were necessary: due to the limited
in-house computing resources, in particular network bandwidth, a system was designed to
automatically deploy a complete DIRAC server on Amazon EC2 based on external signals.
The machines provided by Amazon EC2 give the ability to quickly scale up and down the
capabilities of the service. We will show the challenges faced and the solutions provided to
allow agility with controlled costs. Finally the chosen data model will be presented: it is
based on a postgresql database, where the every simulation result is stored individually. A
set of meta data is used to select interesting simulation results.
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Scaling the CERN OpenStack cloud

Abstract
CERN has been running a production OpenStack cloud since July 2013 to support physics
computing and infrastructure services for the site. This is expected to reach over 100,000
cores by the end of 2015.
This talk will cover the different use cases for this service and experiences with this deployment
in areas such as user management, deployment, metering and configuration of thousands of
servers across two data centres.
Ongoing research, such as bare metal management, containers, software defined networking
and orchestration will also be covered.
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Towards a production volunteer computing
infrastructure for HEP

Abstract

Using virtualisation with CernVM has emerged as a de-facto standard among HEP experi-
ments; it allows for running of HEP analysis and simulation programs in cloud environments.
Following the integration of virtualisation with BOINC and CernVM(link is external), first
pioneered for simulation of event generation in the Theory group at CERN, the LHC ex-
periments ATLAS, CMS and LHCb have all adopted volunteer computing as part of their
strategy to benefit from opportunistic computing resources. This presentation will describe
the current technology for volunteer computing and the evolution of the BOINC service at
CERN from project support for LHC@home(link sends e-mail) towards a general service. It
will also provide some recommendations for teams and experiments wishing to benefit from
volunteer computing resources.
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Benchmarking and accounting for the (private)
cloud

Abstract
As part of CERN’s Agile Infrastructure project, large parts of the CERN batch farm have
been moved to virtual machines running on CERNs private IaaS (link is external) cloud.
During this process a large fraction of the resources, which had previously been used as
physical batch worker nodes, were converted into hypervisors. Due to the large spread of
the per-core performance (rated in HS06) in the farm, caused by its heterogenious nature,
it is necessary to have a good knowledge of the performance of the virtual machines. This
information is used both for scheduling and accounting. While in the previous setup worker
nodes were classified and benchmarked based on the purchase order number, for virtual
batch worker nodes this is no longer possible; the information is now either hidden or hard
to retrieve. Therefore we developed a new scheme to classify worker nodes in terms of their
performance. The new scheme is flexible enough to be usable both for virtual and physical
machines in the batch farm. It should be possible to apply it as well to public clouds and
more dynamic future batch farms with worker nodes coming and going at a high rate.
The used scheme, experiences and lessons learned will be presented. Possible extensions as
well as application to a more general case, for example in the context of accounting within
WLCG, will be covered.
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Evaluation of the flow-based programming (FBP)
paradigm as an alternative to standard programming
practices in physics data processing applications

Abstract

The majority of developed physics data processing applications (PDP) are single, sequential
processes that start at a point in time, and advance one step at a time until they are finished.
In the current era of cloud computing and multi-core hardware architectures this approach
has noticeable limitations. In this paper we present a detailed evaluation of the FBP-based
Clas12 event reconstruction program that was deployed and operated both in cloud and in
batch processing environments. We demonstrate the programming methodology and discuss
some of the issues and optimizations affecting performance. We will also discuss our choice
of using the Petri-Net process modeling formalism for the representation of the Clas12 PDP
application building blocks which exhibit concurrency, parallelism, and synchronization.
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Implementation and use of an highly available and
innovative IaaS solution: the Cloud Area Padovana

Abstract
While in the business world the cloud paradigm is typically implemented purchasing resources
and services from third party providers (e.g. Amazon), in the scientific environment there’s
usually the need of on-premises IaaS infrastructures which allow efficient usage of the
hardware distributed among (and owned by) different scientific administrative domains. In
addition, the requirement of open source adoption has leaded to the choice of products like
OpenStack by many organizations.
We describe a use case of the Italian National Institute for Nuclear Physics (INFN) which
resulted in the implementation of a unique Cloud service, called “Cloud Area Padovana”,
which encompasses resources spread in two different sites: the INFN Legnaro National
Laboratories and the INFN Padova division. We describe how this IaaS has been implemented,
which technologies have been adopted, how services have been configured in high-availability
(HA) mode.
We also discuss how identity and authorization management were implemented, adopting
a widely accepted standard architecture based on SAML2 and OpenID: by leveraging the
versatility of those standards the integration with authentication federations like IDEM was
implemented.
We also discuss some other innovative developments, such as a pluggable scheduler, imple-
mented as extension of the native OpenStack scheduler, which allows to allocate resources
according to a fair-share based model and which provides a persistent queuing mechanism
for handling user requests that can not be immediately served.
Tools, technologies, procedures used to install, configure, monitor, operate this Cloud service
are also discussed.
Finally we present some examples that show how this IaaS infrastructure is being used.
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Monitoring the Delivery of Virtualized Resources to
the LHC Experiments

Abstract

The adoption of Cloud technologies by the LHC experiments places the fabric management
burden of monitoring virtualized resources upon the VO. In addition to monitoring the status
of the virtual machines and triaging the results, it must be understood if the resources actually
provided match with any agreements relating to the supply. Monitoring the instantiated
virtual machines is therefore a fundamental activity and hence this paper describes how
the Ganglia monitoring system can be used within the cloud computing scope of the LHC
experiments. Extending upon this, it is then shown how the integral of the time-series
monitoring data obtained can be repurposed to provide a consumer-side accounting record,
which can then be compared with the concrete agreements that exist between the supplier
of the resources and the consumer. From this, it is not clear though how the performance
of the resources differ both within and between providers. Hence, the case is made for a
benchmarking metric to normalize the results along with some preliminary investigation on
obtaining such a metric.
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Abstract ID : 119

The CMS Tier-0 goes Cloud and Grid for LHC Run 2

Abstract

In 2015, CMS will embark on a new era of collecting LHC collisions at unprecedented rates
and complexity. This will put a tremendous stress on our computing systems. Prompt
Processing of the raw data by the Tier-0 infrastructure will no longer be constrained to
CERN alone due to the significantly increased resource requirements. In LHC Run 2, we
will need to operate it as a distributed system utilizing both the CERN Cloud-based Agile
Infrastructure and a significant fraction of the CMS Tier-1 Grid resources. In another big
change for LHC Run 2, we will process all data using the multi-threaded framework to
deal with the increased event complexity and to ensure efficient use of the resources. This
contribution will cover the evolution of the Tier-0 infrastructure and present scale testing
results and experiences from the first data taking in 2015.
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Abstract ID : 123

Enabling opportunistic resources for CMS
Computing Operations

Abstract

With the increased pressure on computing brought by the higher energy and luminosity
from the LHC in Run 2, CMS Computing Operations expects to require the ability to utilize
“opportunistic” resources — resources not owned by, or a priori configured for CMS — to
meet peak demands. In addition to our dedicated resources we look to add computing
resources from non CMS grids, cloud resources, and national supercomputing centers. CMS
uses the HTCondor/glideinWMS job submission infrastructure for all its batch processing,
so such resources will need to be transparently integrated into its glideinWMS pool. Bosco
and parrot wrappers are used to enable access and bring the CMS environment into these
non CMS resources. Here we describe our strategy to supplement our native capabilities
with opportunistic resources and our experience so far using them.
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HEP cloud production using the
CloudScheduler/HTCondor Architecture

Abstract
The use of distributed IaaS clouds with the CloudScheduler/HTCondor architecture has been
in production for HEP and astronomy applications for a number of years. The design has
proven to be robust and reliable for batch production using HEP clouds, academic non-HEP
(opportunistic) clouds and commercial clouds. Further, the system is seamlessly integrated
into the existing WLCG infrastructures for the both ATLAS and BelleII experiments. Peak
workloads continue to increase and we have utilized over 3000 cores for HEP applications.
We show that the CloudScheduler/HTCondor architecture has adapted well to the evolving
cloud ecosystem. Its design preceded the introduction of OpenStack clouds, however, the
integration of these clouds has been straightforward. Key developments over the past year
include the use of CVMFS for application software distribution. CVMFS together with the
global array of Squid web caches and the use of the Squid-discovery service, Shoal, have
significantly simplified the management and distribution of virtual machine images. The
recent deployment of micro-CernVM images have reduced the size of the images to a few
megabytes and make the images independent of the application software. The introduction
of Glint, a distributed VM image management service, has made the distribution of images
over multiple OpenStack clouds an automated operation. These new services have greatly
simplified management of the application software and operating system, and enable us to
respond quickly to urgent security issues such as the ShellShock (bash shell) vulnerability.
HEP experiments are beginning to use multi-core applications and this has resulted in a
demand for simultaneously running single-core, multi-core or high-memory jobs. We exploit
HTCondor’s feature that dynamically partitions the slots within a VM instance. As a result,
a new VM instance can run either single or multi-core jobs depending on the demand.
The distributed cloud system has been used primarily for low I/O production jobs, however,
the goal is run higher I/O production and analysis application jobs. This will require the
use a data federation and we are integrating the CERN UGR data federator for managing
data distributed over multiple storage elements.
The use of distributed clouds with the CloudScheduler/HTCondor architecture continues to
improve and expand in use and functionality. We review the overall progress, and highlight
the new features and future challenges.
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Abstract ID : 146

Evolution of Cloud Computing in ATLAS

Abstract
The ATLAS experiment has successfully incorporated cloud computing technology and
cloud resources into its primarily grid-based model of distributed computing. Cloud R&D
activities continue to mature and transition into stable production systems, while ongoing
evolutionary changes are still needed to adapt and refine the approaches used, in response
to changes in prevailing cloud technology. In addition, completely new developments are
needed to handle emerging requirements.
This work will describe the overall evolution of cloud computing in ATLAS. The current
status of the VM management systems used for harnessing IAAS resources will be discussed.
Monitoring and accounting systems tailored for clouds are needed to complete the integration
of cloud resources within ATLAS’ distributed computing framework. We are developing and
deploying new solutions to address the challenge of operation in a geographically distributed
multi-cloud scenario, including a system for managing VM images across multiple clouds, a
system for dynamic location-based discovery of caching proxy servers, and the usage of a
data federation to unify the worldwide grid of storage elements into a single namespace and
access point. The usage of the experiment’s HLT farm for Monte Carlo production, in a
specialized cloud environment, will be presented. Finally, we evaluate commercial clouds,
and have conducted a study assessing cost vs. benchmark performance.
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Design, Results, Evolution and Status of the ATLAS
simulation in Point1 project.

Abstract

During the LHC long shutdown period (LS1), that started in 2013, the simulation in Point1
(Sim@P1) project takes advantage in an opportunistic way of the trigger and data acquisition
(TDAQ) farm of the ATLAS experiment. The farm provides more than 1500 computer nodes,
and they are particularly suitable for running event generation and Monte Carlo production
jobs that are mostly CPU and not I/O bound. It is capable of running up to 2500 virtual
machines (VM) provided with 8 CPU cores each, for a total of up to 20000 parallel running
jobs. This contribution gives a thorough review of the design, the results and the evolution
of the Sim@P1 project operating a large scale Openstack based virtualized platform deployed
on top of the ATLAS TDAQ farm computing resources. During LS1, Sim@P1 was one of the
most productive GRID sites: it delivered more than 50 million CPU-hours and it generated
more than 1.7 billion Monte Carlo events to various analysis communities within the ATLAS
collaboration. The particular design aspects are presented: the virtualization platform
exploited by the Sim@P1 project permits to avoid interferences with TDAQ operations and,
more important, it guarantees the security and the usability of the ATLAS private network.
The Cloud infrastructure allows to decouple the needed support on both infrastructural
(hardware, virtualization layer) and logical (Grid site support and handling the job lifecycle)
levels. In particular in this note we focus on the operational aspects of such a large system
for the upcoming LHC Run 2 period: customized, simple, reliable and efficient tools are
needed to quickly switch from Sim@P1 to TDAQ mode and vice versa to exploit the TDAQ
resources when they are not used for the data acquisition, even for short period. We also
describe the evolution of the central Openstack infrastructure as it was upgraded from
Folsom to Icehouse release and the scalability issues we have addressed. The success of the
Sim@P1 project is due to the continuous combined efforts of the ATLAS TDAQ SysAdmins
and NetAdmins teams, CERN IT and the RHIC & ATLAS Computing Facility (RACF) at
BNL.
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Evolution of the Architecture of the ATLAS
Metadata Interface (AMI)

Abstract
The ATLAS Metadata Interface (AMI) can be considered to be a mature application because
it has existed for at least 10 years. Over the years, the number of users and the number of
functions provided for these users has increased.
It has been necessary to adapt the hardware infrastructure in a seamless way so that the
Quality of Service remains high.
We will describe the evolution of the application from the initial one, using single server
with a MySQL backend database, to the current state, where we use a cluster of Virtual
Machines on the French Tier 1 Cloud at Lyon, an ORACLE database backend also at Lyon,
with replication to CERN using ORACLE streams behind a back-up server.
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Using S3 cloud storage with ROOT and CvmFS

Abstract

Amazon S3 is a widely adopted protocol for scalable cloud storage that could also fulfill
storage requirements of the high-energy physics community. CERN has been evaluating
this option using some key HEP applications such as ROOT and the CernVM filesystem
(CvmFS) with S3 back-ends. In this contribution we present our evaluation based on two
versions of the Huawei UDS storage system used from a large number of clients executing
HEP software applications. The performance of concurrently storing individual objects is
presented alongside with more complex data access patterns as produced by the ROOT data
analysis framework. We further report on the S3 integration with recent CvmFS versions and
summarize the performance and pre-production experience with CvmFS/S3 for publishing
daily releases of the full LHCb experiment software stack.
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Docker experience at INFN-Pisa Grid Data Center

Abstract

A large scale computing center, when not dedicated to a single/few users, has to face the
problem of meeting ever changing user needs with respect to operating system version,
architecture, availability of attached data volumes and logins. While clouds are a typical
answer to these types of questions, they introduce resource problems like higher usage of
RAM, difficulty to expose bare metal additional hardware, and are in general a few % slower.
The Pisa computing center chose to use CHROOT long ago, in order to meet the needs of
more than 50 user groups, with distinct needs. The CHROOTed system were started from a
local tar image, preloaded on the host systems. We recently started investigating system
distribution and setup via Docker, which does not cause any of the resource problems clouds
do. We report here on our experience, and on the ease of its deployment on a 8000+ cores
computing centers. Docker has also be used to deploy user specific services, like web portals,
caching machines and web services. The data volume distribution is obtained via a 2+ PB
GPFS system mounted on the host systems, which is attached to the CHROOTed machines
whenever needed.
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Realtime optimization of computing grid resources
utilization for individual users and groups in CMS

Abstract
For Run 2 of the LHC, CMS physics output is expected to be increasingly computing resource
limited. In addition, to exploring opportunistic, cloud, and HPC resources we are thus
increasingly focusing on reducing inefficiencies in our use of pledged grid resources within
WLCG.
The dominant source of inefficient use of pledged wall time within the WLCG is due to
failed physics user jobs. Lowering this failure rate has proven to be a very difficult problem
during Run 1 due to the diversity of user tasks leading to a changing pattern of a wide range
of failure modes. In this talk we report first results on using data mining and predictive
analytics to adjust scheduling decisions in CMS GlideinWMS in realtime in order to maximize
physics output by minimizing wall-time wasted due to user level errors.
We use historic data from Run 1 operations to quantify the impact of this approach in
principle, and show initial results of operating the algorithms developed in practice. Possible
future refinements are also discussed.
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BESIII physical offline data analysis on virtualization
platform

Abstract
Mass data processing and analysis contribute much to the development and discoveries of a
new generation of High Energy Physics. The BESIII experiment of IHEP(Institute of High
Energy Physics, Beijing, China) studies particles in the tau-charm energy region ranges
from 2 GeV to 4.6 GeV, and requires massive storage and computing resources, which is
a typical kind of data intensive application. With the rapid growth of experimental data,
the data processing system encounters many problems, such as low resource utilization,
complex migration and so on, which makes it urgent to transplant the data analysis system
to a virtualization platform. However, offline software design, resource allocation and job
scheduling of BESIII experiment are all based on physical machine. To solve those problems,
we bring the virtualization technology of Openstack and KVM to BESIII computing system.
In this contribution we present an ongoing work which aims to make BESIII physical analysis
work on virtualized resources to achieve higher resource utilization, dynamic resource
management and higher job operating efficiency. Particularly, we discuss the architecture of
BESIII offline software and the way to optimize the offline software to reduce the performance
loss in virtualized environment by creating event index(event metadata) and do event pre-
selection based on index, which significantly reduces the IO throughput and event numbers
that need to do analysis, and then greatly improves the job processing efficiency. We also
report the optimization of KVM from various factors in hardware and kernel including EPT
(Extended Page Tables) and CPU affinity. Experimental results show the CPU performance
penalty of KVM can be decreased to about 3%. This work is validated through real use cases
of production BESIII jobs by working on physical slots and virtualized slots. In addition,
the performance comparison between KVM and physical machines in aspect of CPU, disk
IO and network IO is also presented. Finally, we describe our development work of adaptive
cloud scheduler, which allocates and reclaims VMs dynamically according to the status
of TORQUE queue and the size of resource pool to improve resource utilization and job
processing efficiency.
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Accessing commercial cloud resources within the
European Helix Nebula cloud marketplace

Abstract
Helix Nebula – the Science Cloud Initiative is a public-private-partnership between Europe’s
leading scientific research organisations (notably CERN, EMBL and ESA) and European
IT cloud providers, that aims to establish a cloud-computing platform for data intensive
science within Europe.
Over the past two years, Helix Nebula has built a federated cloud framework – the Helix
Nebula Marketplace (HNX) - to provision cloud services from a range of commercial cloud
providers and public e-infrastructures, such as the EGI and GEANT. HNX delivers efficient
and scalable access to cloud resources through an innovative broker technology deployed
within the Helix Nebula project. In addition it complies with EU regulations and legislation
to provide trusted cloud services.
CERN contributed to this initiative by providing a flagship use case: the integration of Helix
Nebula cloud resources within the workload management system of the ATLAS experiment.
Aiming to gain experience in managing and monitoring large-scale deployments as well as
in benchmarking the cloud resources, a sizable Monte Carlo production was realized using
the Helix Nebula platform. Thousands of concurrent virtual machines were run for several
months in order to be comparable with the capacity supplied by a typical WLCG Tier-2 site.
This contribution describes the Helix Nebula initiative and summarizes the CERN experience
and the lessons learned in deploying experiment applications with large cloud setups involving
several commercial providers. Details about the procurement process, the cost analysis and
the cloud benchmark are provided.
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Cloud Federation - the new way to build distributed
clouds

Abstract
Cloud federation brings an old concept into new technology, allowing for sharing resources
between independent cloud installations. Cloud computing starts to play major role in HEP
and e-science allowing resources to be obtained on demand. Cloud federation supports
sharing between independent organizations and companies coming from the commercial
world such as public clouds, bringing new ways of joint collaboration along with security
and usability.
From the OpenStack Icehouse release, cloud federation, based on the SAML2 protocol, is
now integrated with the standard open source tree and becoming a reality. Examples of
this configuration both command line and web based use of providers such as EduGain or
connections to public clouds such as Rackspace.
This presentation will demonstrate what functionalities OpenStack brings, what are the
main concepts, how it was designed, how federation with the SAML ECP extension allows
use of REST and CLIs, and what are our plans to use real hybrid clouds - identity federation,
optimal image sharing and networking layer which would allow for creating distributed
vLANs.
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A prototype Infrastructure for Cloud-based
distributed services in High Availability over WAN

Abstract
The advancements in technologies on provisioning end-to-end network services over geo-
graphical networks, together with the consolidation of Cloud Technologies, allow the creation
of innovative scenarios for data centers.
In this work, we present the architecture and performance studies concerning a prototype
of distributed Tier2 infrastructure for HEP, instantiated between the two Italian sites of
INFN-Roma1 and INFN-Napoli.
The Network Infrastructure is based on a Layer-2 geographical link, provided by the Italian
NREN (GARR), directly connecting the two remote LANs of the named sites. By exploiting
the possibilities offered by the new distributed file systems, a shared storage area with
synchronous copy has been set up. The Computing Infrastructure, based on a OpenStack
facility, is using a set of distributed Hypervisors installed in both sites. The Cloud is then
using the common distributed storage facility to allow High Availability (HA) and Crash
Recovery. The result is a strongly coupled system, enabling the creation, management and
migration of Virtual Machines in both sites.
The main parameter to be taken into account when managing two remote sites with a single
framework is the the effect of the latency, due to the distance and the end-to-end service
overhead. In order to understand the capabilities and limits of our setup, the impact of
latency has been investigated by means of a set of stress tests, including data I/O throughput,
metadata access performance evaluation and network occupancy, during the life cycle of a
Virtual Machine. A set of resilience tests has been also performed, in order to verify the
stability of the system on event of hardware or software fault.
The results of this work show that the reliability and robustness of the chosen architecture
are effective enough to build a real system and to provide common services. This prototype
can also be extended to multiple sites, by changing the network topology, thus creating a
National Network of Cloud-based distributed services in HA over WAN.
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The diverse use of clouds by CMS

Abstract

The resources CMS is using are increasingly being offered as clouds. In Run 2 of the LHC
the majority of CMS CERN resources, both in Meyrin and at the Wigner Computing Centre,
will be presented as cloud resources on which CMS will have to build its own infrastructure.
This infrastructure will need to run all of the CMS workflows including: Tier 0, production
and user analysis. In addition, the CMS High Level Trigger will provide a compute resource
comparable in scale to the total offered by the CMS Tier 1 sites, when it is not running as
part of the trigger system. During these periods a cloud infrastructure will be overlaid on
this resource, making it accessible for general CMS use. Finally, CMS is starting to utilise
cloud resources being offered by individual institutes and is gaining experience to facilitate
the use of opportunistically available cloud resources.
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Abstract ID : 234

dCache, evolution by tackling new challenges.

Abstract
With the great success of the dCache Storage Technology in the framework of the World
Wide LHC Computing Grid, an increasing number of non HEP communities were attracted
to use dCache for their data management infrastructure. As a natural consequence, the
dCache team was presented with new use-cases that stimulated the development of interesting
dCache features.
Perhaps the most important group of new features is the enhanced media awareness. One
aspect is the optimized migration of data between random access devices and tertiary storage,
e.g. tape systems. Transparently for the user, dCache combines small files into containers
before being copied to tape. Another aspect of this media awareness work is dCache’s
activity in making more efficient use of SSDs to boost high speed writing and chaotic reading:
depending on access profile or protocol, data is placed on the most appropriate media types.
A second hot topic, often requested by scientific communities, is Cloud Storage. By marrying
the OwnCloud software with dCache, a unique hybrid system becomes available that provides
both the simplicity of a sync-n-share service and dCache’s many unique data management
features. Beyond simple sync-n-share, users also demand control over the quality of service
dCache offers. To support this, dCache is implementing the CDMI standard. With CDMI,
dCache can present new functionality in a standard fashion; e.g. storing and querying
metadata, triggering media migration or treating dCache as an object store.
As the X509 certificate infrastructure proved unpopular outside of HEP sciences, dCache
will support alternative methods of authenticating, like SAML and OpenID Connect. Such
support allows sites running dCache to join identity federations as part of international
collaborations.
The dCache team will describe its ongoing activities and present its future development road
map.
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ATLAS user analysis on private cloud resources at
GoeGrid

Abstract

User analysis job demands can exceed available computing resources, especially before major
conferences. ATLAS physics results might be slowed down due to this lack of resources
available. For these reasons, cloud R&D activities are now included in the skeleton of the
ATLAS computing model, which has been extended by using resources from commercial
and private cloud providers to satisfy the demand. However, most of these activities are
focused on Monte-Carlo production jobs, extending the resources at Tier-2. To evaluate the
suitability of the cloud-computing model for user analysis jobs, we developed a framework to
launch an ATLAS user analysis cluster in a cloud infrastructure on demand and evaluated two
solutions. The first solution is totally integrated in the Grid infrastructure by using the same
mechanism, which is already in use at Tier-2: A designated Panda-Queue is monitored and
additional worker nodes are launched in a cloud environment and assigned to a corresponding
HTCondor queue according to the demand. Thereby, the use of cloud resources is totally
transparent to the user. However, using this approach, submitted user analysis jobs might
still suffer from a certain delay introduced by waiting in the queue. Therefore, our second
solution offers the possibility to easily deploy a totally private analysis cluster, i.e., batch
or PROOF, on private cloud resources belonging to the university. Thereby, the private
analysis cluster is connected to the ATLAS data-management system (DDM) to read and
write input/output files.
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Unlocking data: federated identity with LSDMA
and dCache

Abstract
X.509, the dominant identity system from grid computing, has proved unpopular for many
user communties. More popular alternatives generally assume the user is interacting via their
web-browser. Such alternatives allow a user to authenticate with many services with the
same credentials (username and password). They also allow users from different organisations
form collaborations quickly and simply.
Scientists generally require that their custom analysis software has direct access to the data.
Such direct access is not currently supported by alternatives to X.509, as they require the
use of a web-browser.
Various approaches to solve this issue are being investigated as part of the Large Scale Data
Management and Analysis (LSDMA) project, a German funded national R&D project. These
involve dynamic credential translation (creating an X.509 credential) to allow backwards
compatibility in addition to direct SAML- and OpenID Connect-based authentication.
We present a summary of the current state of art and the current status of the federated
identity work funded by the LSDMA project along with the future road map.
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New adventures in storage: cloud storage and CDMI

Abstract
Traditionally storage systems have had well understood responsibilities and behaviour,
codified by the POSIX standards. More sophisticated systems (such as dCache) support
additional functionality, such as storing data on media with different latencies (SSDs, HDDs,
tapes). From a user’s perspective, this forms a relatively simple adjunct to POSIX: providing
optional quality-of-service values when writing data and optionally requesting data be staged
from tape ahead of use.
The CDMI protocol provides a standard mechanism for clients to discover and use many
advanced features. Such features include storing and querying metadata, searching for files
matching metadata predicates, controlling a file’s quality-of-service and retention policies,
providing an object store and alternative protocol discovery.
A CDMI enabled storage has the potential for greatly simplifying a more general service as
some high-level functionality can be delegated to the storage system. This reduces and may
remove the need to run additional services, which makes it easier for sites to support their
users.
By implementing the CDMI standard, dCache can expose new features in a standards
compliant fashion. Here, various scenarios are presented where CDMI provides an advantage
and the road-map for CDMI support in dCache is explored.
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Design and development of a Virtual Computing
Platform Integrated with Batch Job System

Abstract

Batch system is a common way for a local cluster to schedule jobs running on work nodes.
In some cases, some jobs have to stay in queue without suitable work nodes while some job
slots have to keep free without suitable jobs running. The reasons for such case might be
various. One of the main reasons is that operating system running on the free work nodes is
different from the one that jobs in queues wanted. Another reason to block jobs running on
free job slots is the complicated job scheduling policies. Virtual machine has been proved
to run some type of jobs with low penalty, and it could provide more flexible Operating
system the job wanted. We designed and developed a virtual computing platform based
on openstack and integrated with batch job system. The same submit command and job
script could be used without any changes. The jobs submitted to the virtual computing
platform would be run on virtual machines with the correct operating system. All of these
are transparent to users. The platform is composed of four parts, Batch Info Collector, Job
Matcher, Virtual Machine Manager and Virtual Job Manager. After consults with the info
from Batch Info Collector and Virtual Machine Manager, Job Matcher would send request
to the Virtual Machine Manager to start virtual machines for the jobs submitted to the
virtual queue. All the jobs running on virtual machine are monitored and controlled by
virtual job manager.
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LHCb experience with running jobs in virtual
machines

Abstract

The LHCb experiment has been running production jobs in virtual machines since 2013
as part of its DIRAC-based infrastructure. We describe the architecture of these virtual
machines and the steps taken to replicate the WLCG worker node environment expected by
user and production jobs. This relies on the CernVM 3 system for providing root images
for virtual machines. We use the cvmfs distributed filesystem to supply the root partition
files, the LHCb software stack, and the bootstrapping scripts necessary to configure the
virtual machines for us. Using this approach, we have been able to minimise the amount of
contextualisation which must be provided by the virtual machine managers. We explain the
process by which the virtual machine is able to receive payload jobs submitted to DIRAC
by users and production managers, and how this differs from payloads executed within
conventional DIRAC pilot jobs on batch queue based sites. We compare our operational
experiences of running production on VM based sites managed using OpenStack, Vac,
BOINC, and Condor. Finally we describe our requirements for monitoring which are specific
to the additional responsibilities for experiments when operating virtual machines which were
previously undertaken by the system managers of worker nodes, and how this is facilitated
by the new DIRAC Pilot 2.0 architecture.
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Managing virtual machines with Vac and Vcycle

Abstract

We compare the Vac and Vcycle virtual machine lifecycle managers and our experiences
in providing production job execution services for ATLAS, LHCb, and the GridPP VO at
sites in the UK and at CERN. In both the Vac and Vcycle systems, the virtual machines
are created outside of the experiment’s job submission and pilot framework. In the case of
Vac, a daemon runs on each physical host which manages a pool of virtual machines on that
host, and a peer-to-peer UDP protocol is used to achieve the desired target shares between
experiments across the site. In the case of Vcycle, a daemon manages a pool of virtual
machines on an Infrastructure As A Service cloud system such as OpenStack, and has within
itself enough information to create the types of virtual machines to achieve the desired target
shares. Both systems allow unused shares for one experiment to temporarily taken up by
other experiements with work to be done. The virtual machine lifecycle is managed with a
minimum of information, gathered from the virtual machine creation mechanism (such as
libirt or OpenStack) and using the proposed Machine/Job Features API from WLCG. We
demonstrate that the same virtualmachine designs can be used to run production jobs on
Vac and Vcycle/OpenStack sites for ATLAS, LHCb, and GridPP, and that these technologies
allow sites to be operated in a reliable and robust way.
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The DII-HEP OpenStack based CMS Data Analysis
for secure cloud resources

Abstract
The topic of data storage and analysis on Cloud infrastructures has gained importance in
recent years. The High Energy Physics community is interested in performing simulations
and data analysis on public or private Cloud facilities. Currently the simulations and
analysis are performed mostly on a computing and data Grid. The software and experience
of operating on a Grid needs to be adapted for running on Cloud facilities. The approach of
harnessing Grid and Cloud technologies ensures a steady and seamless transition towards
new ways of working.
In order to fulfill this task, a virtual cluster has been constructed that is Cloud-based and
Grid-enabled. For the Cloud part we use OpenStack and for the Grid software, that controls
the execution of the physics jobs, we use components of the Advanced Resource Connector
(ARC). This allows the end-users to submit the jobs with their preferred Grid or Cloud
submission system and at the same time provides flexibility to maintain the infrastructure.
The analysis software and libraries are installed via the CERN Virtual Machine file system.
The cluster is monitored by running Site Availability Monitoring (SAM) jobs as well by
using Graphite.
Our solution uses a hybrid approach of combining elements of Cloud and Grid software
components. To manage the virtual machines (VMs) dynamically in an elastic fashion, we
are using the EMI authorization service (Argus) and the Execution Environment Service
(Argus-EES) with an OpenStack plugin that has been developed for Argus-EES. Our newly
developed plugin for the Argus-EES can communicate with multiple OpenStack deployments
to expand and shrink resources dynamically upon demand.
The Host Identity Protocol (HIP) has been designed for mobile networks and it provides a
secure method for IP mobility and multi homing. HIP separates the end-point identifier and
locator role for IP address which improves network agility of applications and the underlying
virtual machines. Our solution leverages HIP for traffic management. This is useful for
secure connections of hybrid Cloud resources.
We describe the state and current experience with a virtualized computing environment
for CMS data analysis in the Datacenter Indirection Infrastructure for Secure High Energy
Physics (DII-HEP) project.
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Dynamic provisioning of local and remote compute
resources with OpenStack

Abstract
Modern high-energy physics experiments rely on the extensive usage of computing resources,
both for the reconstruction of measured events as well as for Monte Carlo simulation. The
Institut für Experimentelle Kernphysik (EKP) at KIT is participating in both the CMS
and Belle experiments with computing and storage resources. In the upcoming years, these
requirements are expected to increase due to growing amount of recorded data and the
rise in complexity of the simulated events. It is therefore essential to increase the available
computing capabilities by tapping into all resource pools.
At the EKP institute, powerful desktop machines are available to users. Due to the multi-core
nature of modern CPUs, vast amounts of CPU time are not utilized by common desktop usage
patterns. Other important providers of compute capabilities are classical HPC data centers
at Universities or national research centers. Due to the shared nature of these installations,
the standardized software stack required by HEP applications cannot be installed.
A viable way to overcome this constraint and offer a standardized software environment in a
transparent manner is the usage of virtualization technologies. The OpenStack project has
become a widely adopted solution to virtualize hardware and offer additional services like
storage and virtual machine management.
This contribution will report on the incorporation of the institute’s desktop machines into
a private OpenStack cloud. The additional compute resources provisioned via the virtual
machines have been used for Monte Carlo simulation and data analysis. Furthermore,
a concept to integrate shared, remote HPC centers into regular HEP job workflows will
be presented. In this approach, local and remote resources are be merged to form a
unfiorm, virtual compute cluster with a single point-of-entry for the user. Evaluations of the
performance and stability of this setup and operational experiences will be discussed.
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dCache, enabling tape systems to handle small files
efficiently.

Abstract
Increasingly, sites are using dCache to support communities that have different requirements
from WLCG; as an example, DESY facilities and services now support photon sciences and
biology groups. This presents new use-cases for dCache. Of particular interest is the chaotic
file size distribution with a peak towards small files. This is problematic because tertiary
storage systems, and tape in particular, are optimized for storing large files. Direct storing
of the users files results in unacceptably poor performance.
As dCache bridges the filesystem view with the underlying storage and manages transitions
between media, it is the natural place to solve the poor performance from storing small files
on tape. We achieved this by introducing a new service that reconciles user demand against
tape behavior.
The service is transparent to the users and packs files into containers (currently zip files)
based on configurable policies. These containers are written directly into the same dCache,
which then stores them on tape. Both the small files and the containers file then benefit
from dCache features, such as caching and load-balancing. No additional storage is necessary
and the service itself scales by running multiple instances within the same dCache, sharing
the load.
We describe the design, report on DESY’s experience of running the service over the past
six months, and detail the future plans for making it generally available.
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dCache, Sync-and-Share for Big Data

Abstract
The availability of cheap, easy-to-use sync-and-share cloud services has split the scientific
storage world into the traditional big data management systems and the very attractive
sync-and-share services. With the former, the location of data is well understood while the
latter is mostly operated in the Cloud, resulting in a rather complex legal situation.
Beside legal issues, those two worlds have little overlap in user authentication and access
protocols. While traditional storage technologies, popular in HEP, are based on X509,
cloud services and sync-n-share software technologies are generally based on user/password
authentication or mechanisms like SAML or Open ID Connect. Similarly, data access models
offered by both are somewhat different, with sync-n-share services often using proprietary
protocols.
As both approaches are very attractive, dCache.org developed a hybrid system, providing
the best of both worlds. To avoid reinvent the wheel, dCache.org decided to embed another
Open Source project: OwnCloud. This offers the required modern access capabilities but
does not support the managed data functionality needed for large capacity data storage.
With this hybrid system, scientist can share files and synchronize their data with laptops or
mobile devices as easy as with any other cloud storage service. On top of this, the same
data can be accessed via established mechanisms, like GridFTP to serve the Globus Transfer
Service or the WLCG FTS3 tool, or the data can be made available to worker nodes or HPC
applications via a mounted filesystem. As dCache provides a flexible authentication module,
the same user can access its storage via different authentication mechanisms; e.g., X.509
and SAML. Additionally, users can specify the desired quality of service or trigger media
transitions as necessary, so tuning data access latency to the planned access profile. Such
features are a natural consequence of using dCache.
We will describe the design of the hybrid dCache/OwnCloud system, report on several
months of operations experience running it at DESY, and elucidate on the future road-map.
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Utilizing cloud computing resources for BelleII

Abstract
The BelleII experiment is developing a global computing system for the simulation of MC
data prior its collecting real collision data in the next few years. The system utilizes the
grid middleware used in the WLCG and uses the DIRAC workload manager. We describe
how IaaS cloud resources are being integrated into the BelleII production computing system
in Australia and Canada. The IaaS resources include HEP as well as opportunistic and
commercial clouds.
In Canada, the cloud resources are managed by a DIRAC installation at the University of
Victoria, which acts as a slave to the DIRAC instance at KEK. A workload management
service running on the DIRAC server at the University of Victoria submits pilot jobs to
an HTCondor queue dedicated to the distributed cloud system. The CloudScheduler VM
provisioning service boots the VMs based on the HTCondor queue. The distributed cloud
uses resources in Europe and North America including Amazon EC2.
Australia provides it’s contribution to the Belle II Distributed Computing solution via CPU
resources supplied by the NeCTAR Open Stack cloud. The Australian solution employs
a Dynamic Torque Batch system with cloud-based worker nodes as a backend to an EGI
CREAM-CE. The DIRAC interware sees this a conventional grid cluster with no further
configuration or tuning required. The worker nodes employ an SL6 operating system
configured via puppet and with the Belle II application software provided via CVMFS. At
the time of writing, the Australian system efficiently supplies 350 worker nodes to the Belle
II Distributed Computing solution.
All the clouds have been successfully used in BelleII MC production campaigns, producing a
substantial fraction of the simulated data samples.
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Glint: VM image distribution in a multi-cloud
environment

Abstract
The HEP community is increasingly using clouds that are distributed around the world for
running its applications. The stringent software criteria of HEP experiments require that
we use the identical (secure) virtual machine (VM) image at all sites with a minimal set
of site-specific customizations. Nearly all cloud systems (such as OpenStack) require that
the VM image to be instantiated must be stored in the local repository (e.g. Glance in
OpenStack). This requirement forces the user to manually distribute images to target clouds.
As the number of clouds utilized grows, this procedure becomes increasingly time-consuming
and error-prone. To remedy this situation, we designed and constructed an image replication
system, called Glint, to mange VM images in multiple OpenStack Glance repositories.
On a single OpenStack cloud, Glance gives the user (with the appropriate credentials) the
ability to use pre-configured images or upload customized images using the OpenStack
Horizon web interface or command line interface. A user with access to multiple OpenStack
clouds (each with separate credentials) will likely find that the set of pre-configured images
will be different at each site and the user will need to upload their customized image to each
cloud.
Glint is designed to streamline the distribution of application images to multiple clouds.
Glint integrates into the OpenStack framework and provides access to its functions via
the OpenStack Horizon web interface. It registers with the OpenStack Keystone Identity
service during installation and authorizes requests by validating the user’s security token
with the local Keystone service. Glint gives the user ability to add remote clouds (with their
credentials) and migrate images from one to many cloud sites.
We describe the features of Glint and its integration in the OpenStack framework. The
initial use of Glint for HEP application is described. Future developments and potential
integration into the OpenStack code base are discussed.
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CernVM WebAPI - Controling Virtual Machines
from the Web

Abstract
Lately there is a trend in scientific projects to look for computing resources in the volunteering
community. In addition, to reduce the development effort required to port the scientific soft-
ware stack to all the known platforms, the use of Virtual Machines (VMs) as end-projects
is becoming increasingly popular. Unfortunately, the installation and the interfacing with
the existing volunteering computing infrastructure (such as BOINC) is left to the end-user,
therefore restricting even more the audience to only sufficiently software-capable people.
CernVM WebAPI is a software solution addressing this specific case in a way that opens wide
new application opportunities. It offers a very simple API for setting-up, controlling and
interfacing with a VM instance in the user’s computer, while in the same time offloading the
user from all the burden of downloading, installing and configuring the hypervisor. WebAPI
comes with a lightweight javascript library that guides the user through the application
installation process. Malicious usage is prohibited by offering a per-domain PKI validation
mechanism.
In this contribution we will overview this new technology, discuss its security features and
examine some test cases where it is already in use.
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SDN implementations at IHEP

Abstract

This Paper describes two research aspects and practices of SDN at IHEP. The first one is the
SDN practice for the data transferring across the internet, in which a virtual private network
based on SDN is designed and built,and an intelligent network route algorithm is developed
and deployed in the SDN controller to make full use of IPv6 resources. Experimental results
show that this practice can solve the network bandwidth problem between cooperation
members of the high energy physics experiments around China.The second one is about the
deployment of SDN in the internal data center of IHEP, which provides the flexible network
management in the virtualization environment, but the latency and the throughput of the
SDN controller is far from our expectation. In order to improve the performance of the
SDN controller, we compare four controllers in our second test bed, including NOX, NOX-
MT,Beacon and Maestro, and analyzed the performance both in latency and in throughput.
At last, a new SDN controller design through the method of patching and reducing the data
path request frequency,which is dedicated to high performance SDN in the internal data
center of IHEP is proposed.
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HPC in a HEP lab: lessons learned from setting up
cost-effective HPC clusters

Abstract
In this paper we present our findings gathered during the evaluation and testing of Windows
Server High Performance Computing (Windows HPC) in view of potentially using it as
a production HPC system for engineering applications. The Windows HPC package, an
extension of Microsoft’s Windows Server product, provides all essential interfaces, utilities
and management functionality for creating, operating and monitoring a Windows based
HPC cluster infrastructure. The evaluation and test phase was focused on verifying the
functionalities of Windows HPC, its performance, support of commercial tools and the
integration with the users’ work environment.
We will describe constraints imposed by the way the CERN Computer Centre is oper-
ated, licensing for engineering tools and scalability and behaviour of the HPC Engineering
applications used at CERN. We will present an initial set of requirements, which were
created based on above constraints and requests from the CERN engineering user community.
We will explain how we have configured Windows HPC clusters to provide job scheduling
functionalities required to support the CERN engineering user community, quality of service,
user and project based priorities, and fair access to limited resources. Finally, we will present
several performance tests we carried out to verify Windows HPC performance and scalability.
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Cernbox + EOS: End-user Storage for Science

Abstract
Cernbox is a cloud synchronisation service for end-users: it allows to sync and share files on
all major mobile and desktop platforms (Linux, Windows, MacOSX, Android, iOS) aiming
to provide offline availability to any data stored in the CERN EOS infrastructure.
The successful beta phase of the service confirmed the high demand in the community for
such easily accessible cloud storage solution. Integration of the Cernbox service with the
EOS storage back-end is the next step towards providing sync and share capabilities for
scientific and engineering use-cases.
In this report we will present lessons learnt offering the Cernbox service, key technical aspects
of Cernbox/EOS integration and new, emerging usage possibilities. The latter include the
ongoing integration of sync and share capabilities with the LHC data analysis tools and
transfer services.
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Using HPC for data-intensive HEP workflows

Abstract
The data requirements of LHC experiments are set to grow beyond their expected resource
allocation. Meanwhile ‘Big Data’ is no longer the preserve of High Energy Physics, with
various communities also requiring and deploying significant resource to meet their needs.
There has been substantial activity in the HEP community to make opportunistic use of
compute resource including large-scale HPC resources, but this has largely avoided tackling
data-intensive workloads or opportunistic storage resource. At the same time, there have
been considerable recent developments on the data and storage side of HEP, which allow for
more flexible use of varied storage resources, and in distributed data access mechanisms to
allow seamless access and management of data regardless of actual location. HPC resources
can have additional constraints in making use of this however including restricted network
access and limited storage capacity on compute nodes, making use instead of a shared
file-system and gateway servers for access to off-site data.
We develop a lightweight data management approach that exploits HEP data federation
developments within HPC constraints, to allow for flexible, and dynamic, utilisation by
different communities of diverse storage and data resources. This is demonstrated with
production HEP workloads, such as those for the ATLAS experiment, run on a range of
compute resources accessing data from diverse locations. This includes HPC resources
at Archer, the UK national supercomputer, as well as commercial cloud and WLCG grid
resources accessing data stored on the Research Data Facility (a national, shared, multi-
petabyte data store) as well as commercial cloud storage and WLCG storage resources.
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Local storage federation through XRootD
architecture for interactive distributed analysis

Abstract
A cloud-based Virtual Analysis Facility (VAF) for the ALICE experiment at the LHC has
been developed in Bari. Similar facilities are currently running in other Italian sites with the
aim to create a federation of interoperating farms able to provide their computing resources
for interactive distributed analysis. The facility consists in a PROOF cluster of virtual
machines dynamically deployed by the Openstack cloud infrastructure built in Bari for the
PRISMA project. The use of cloud technology, along with elastic provisioning of computing
resources as an alternative to the grid for running data intensive analyses, is the main
challenge of the facility. One of the crucial aspects of the user-driven analysis execution
is the data access. A local storage facility has the disadvantage that the stored data can
be accessed by PROOF only locally, i.e. from within the single VAF. To overcome such a
limitation a federated infrastructure, which provides full access to all the data belonging
to the federation independently from the site where they are stored, has been set up. The
federation architecture exploits both cloud computing (block storage, posix storage and
object storage) and XRootD technologies, in order to provide a dynamic, easy-to-use and
well performing solution for data handling. It allows the users to store the files and efficiently
retrieve the data, since it implements a dynamic distributed cache among many datacenters
in Italy connected to one another through the high-bandwidth national network. In this
contribution we will show the technical solution, based on CEPH, GlusterFS or Swift together
with XRootD, which has been implemented to build this distributed storage infrastructure.
This solution will be able either to store data for long time periods or just cache data locally,
so that they can be processed by the PROOF facilities at any given site. Details on the
architecture implementation and the achieved performance in the first prototype tests will
be also discussed.
The present work is supported by the Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare (INFN) of Italy
and is partially funded under contract 20108T4XTM of Programmi di Ricerca Scientifica di
Rilevante Interesse Nazionale (STOA-LHC PRIN, Italy).
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Belle II public and private clouds management in
VMDIRAC system.

Abstract
The role of cloud computing technology in the distributed computing for HEP experiments
grows rapidly. Some experiments (Atlas, BES-III, LHCb,. . . ) already exploits private and
public cloud resources for data processing. Future experiments such as Belle II or upgraded
LHC experiments will largely rely on the availability of cloud resources and therefore their
computing models have to be adjusted to the specific features of cloud environment, in
particular to the on-demand computing paradigm.
Belle II experiment at SuperKEKB will start physics run in 2017. Belle II computing
requirements are challenging. The data size at the level of hundred PB is expected after
several years of operation, around 2020. The baseline solution selected for distributed
processing is the DIRAC system. DIRAC can handle variety of computing resources
including Grids, Clouds and independent clusters. Cloud resources can be connected by
VMDIRAC module through public interfaces. In particular the mechanism of dynamic
activation of new virtual machines with reserved job slots for new tasks in case of an
increasing demand for computing resources is introduced.
This work is focused on VMDIRAC interaction with public (Amazon EC2) and private
(CC1) cloud. The solution applied by Belle II experiment and the experience from Monte
Carlo production campaigns will be presented. Updated computation costs for different use
cases will be shown.
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The GridPP DIRAC project - Implementation of a
multi-VO DIRAC service

Abstract

The DIRAC INTERWARE system was originally developed within the LHCb VO as a
common interface to access distributed resources, i.e. grids, clouds and local batch systems.
It has been used successfully in this context by the LHCb VO for a number of years. In
April 2013 the GridPP consortium in the UK decided to offer a DIRAC service to a number
of small VOs. The majority of these had been previously accessing grid resources using
the EMI-WMS system and some of them were also using the EMI-LFC for their data
management. DIRAC provides integrated workload and data management systems, although
these can also be used independently if required. It was decided that the most maintainable
way to deploy the DIRAC server was with one instance shared between all supported VOs
rather than a separate one for each VO. While this deployment model was not without
precedent, this approach greatly deviates from the model for which DIRAC was originally
designed. We set-up a test instance and while using this it was found that a number of
core features needed to be improved so that they could be managed within the scope of
a VO rather than server-wide. The main features that needed this adaptation were the
access controls, the automatic configuration of users & resources and the data management
functions. The DIRAC client toolset is fully-featured and contains analogues to most of
the lcg client commands. For the VOs which already have wrappers around the lcg tools,
just adapting these would be a possibility however this would still leave every VO with
their own solution to maintain. New VOs don’t want to spend valuable computing effort
to develop custom wrappers for their users based on these tools; a better solution is to try
and standardise on a set of common tools. This reduces both the maintenance effort for
any single user as bugs get fixed for everyone at once while also minimising the number of
different configurations the central experts need to be familiar with. The primary tool we
have investigated for this role is Ganga, particularly with its DIRAC backend module. We
report on how we resolved these issues to provide a production grade multi-VO DIRAC
service, including where appropriate the details of changes applied to the DIRAC and user
interface code bases.
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Dynamic partitioning as a way to exploit new
computing paradigms: the cloud usecase.

Abstract
The WLCG community and many groups in the HEP community have based their computing
strategy on the Grid paradigm, which proved successful and still ensues its goals. However,
Grid technology has not spread much over other communities; in the commercial world, the
cloud paradigm is the emerging way to provide computing services.
WLCG experiments aim to achieve integration of their existing current computing model
with cloud deployments and take advantage of the so-called opportunistic resources (including
HPC facilities) which are usually not Grid compliant. One missing feature in the most
common cloud frameworks, is the concept of job scheduler, which plays a key role in a
traditional computing centre, by enabling a fairshare based access at the resources to the
the experiments in a scenario where demand greatly outstrips availability.
At CNAF we have opened started, as a preproduction service, the possibility to access the
Tier-1 computing resources as an OpenStack based cloud service. The system, exploiting
the dynamic partitioning mechanism already being used to enable Multicore computing,
allowed us to avoid a static splitting of the computing resources in the Tier-1 farm, while
permitting a share friendly approach.
The hosts in a dynamically partitioned farm may be moved to or from the partition, according
to suitable policyes for request and release of computing resources. Nodes being requested
in the partition switch their role and become available to play a different one. In the cloud
use case hosts may switch from acting as Worker Node in the Batch system farm to cloud
compute node member, made available to tenants.
In this paper we describe the dynamic partitioning concept, its implementation and integra-
tion with our current batch system, LSF. We then present results for the dynamic cloud
usecase.
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Evaluation of containers as a virtualisation
alternative for HEP workloads

Abstract
Cloud computing enables ubiquitous, convenient and on-demand access to a shared pool of
configurable computing resources that can be rapidly provisioned with minimal management
effort. The flexible and scalable nature of the cloud computing model is attractive to both
industry and academia. In HEP, the use of the “cloud” has become more prevalent with
LHC experiments making use of standard Cloud technologies to take advantages of elastic
resources in both private and commercial computing environments.
A key software technology that has eased transition to a cloud environment is the Virtual
Machine (VM). VM’s can be dynamically provisioned, managed and run a variety of
Operating Systems tailored to user requirements. From a resource utilisation perspective
however, VM’s are a considered a heavyweight solution. Upon instantiation a VM will
contain a complete copy of an operating system and all associated services leading to an
increase in resource consumption when compared to standard “bare metal” deployment.
This level of virtualisation is not required by the majority of workloads processed in HEP
and can lead to increases in execution time on workloads that performs intensive I/O file
operations such as LHC data analysis.
An alternative solution which is gaining rapid traction within industry is containerisation.
Here the Linux Kernel itself can virtualise and isolate a user-land level instance of the
operating system in which applications can run. Less resources are needed compared to a
VM because only shared system libraries and files needed by the application are virtualised.
Additionally, as the virtualisation takes place via namespaces (a mechanism provided by the
Linux Kernel giving an isolated view of a global system resource) performance is close to
that of the physical hardware with minimal tuning.
In this study the use of containers will be assessed as a mechanism for running LHC experiment
application payloads. Using currently available software tools (Docker) deployment strategies
will be investigated by the use of a distributed WLCG Tier-2 facility as an example
computing site. The relative performance of Containers and VM’s when compared with
native execution will be detailed using hardware benchmarking tools such as the HEPSPEC
suite and Bonnie++. System-level resource profiling will also be performed on a selection
of representative LHC workloads in order to determine the relative efficiency of hardware
utilisation in each scenario.
As part of this deployment alternative methods of providing resources to WLCG similar
to those found in “Cloud” solutions will be investigated. The integration of Containers
in existing Cloud platforms (OpenStack) will be explored as well as new and emerging
platforms (CoreOS, Kubernetes). Additionally, the possibility of hosting Grid Services in
containers to ease Middleware deployment will also be assessed.
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docker HEP: containerization of applications for
development, distribution and preservation.

Abstract

docker & HEP: containerization of applications for development, distri-
bution and preservation.

HEP software stacks are not shallow. Indeed, HEP experiments’ software are usually many
applications in one (reconstruction, simulation, analysis, ...) and thus require many libraries
- developed in-house or by third parties - to be properly compiled and installed. Moreover,
because of resource constraints, experiments’ software is usually installed, tested, validated
and deployed on a very narrow set of platforms, architectures, toolchains and operating
systems. As a consequence, bootstrapping a software environment on a developer machine
or deploying the software on production or user machines is usually perceived as tedious
and iterative work, especially when one wants the native performances of bare metal.
Docker containers provide an interesting avenue for packaging applications and development
environment, relying on the Linux kernel capabilities for process isolation, adding “git"-like
capabilities to the filesystem layer and providing (close to) native CPU, memory and I/O
performances.
This paper will introduce in more details the modus operandi of Docker containers and then
focus on the hepsw/docks containers which provide containerized software stacks for -among
others- LHCb. The paper will then discuss various strategies experimented with to package
software (e.g. CVMFS, RPMs, from-source) and applied to optimize provisioning speed and
disk usage, leveraging the caching system of Docker.
Finally, the paper will report on benchmarks comparing workloads on native, VM and
Docker containers setups.
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Status and Roadmap of CernVM

Abstract

Cloud resources nowadays contribute an essential share of resources for computing in high-
energy physics. Such resources can be either provided by private or public IaaS clouds
(e.g. OpenStack, Amazon EC2, Google Compute Engine) or by volunteers’ computers (e.g.
LHC@Home 2.0). In any case, experiments need to prepare a virtual machine image that
provides the execution environment for the physics application at hand. The CernVM virtual
machine since version 3 is a minimal and versatile virtual machine image capable of booting
different operating systems. The virtual machine image is less than 20 megabyte in size. The
actual operating system is delivered on demand by the CernVM File System. CernVM 3 has
matured from a prototype to a production environment. It is used, for instance, to run LHC
applications in the cloud, to tune event generators using a network of volunteer computers,
and as a container for the historic Scientific Linux 5 and Scientific Linux 4 based software
environments in the course of long-term data preservation efforts of the ALICE, CMS, and
ALEPH experiments. We present experience and lessons learned from the use of CernVM
at scale. We also provide an outlook on the upcoming developments. These developments
include adding support for Scientific Linux 7, the use of container virtualization, such as
provided by Docker, and the streamlining of virtual machine contextualization towards the
cloud-init industry standard.
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Managing competing elastic Grid and Cloud
scientific computing applications using OpenNebula

Abstract

Elastic cloud computing applications, i.e. applications that automatically scale according to
computing needs, work on the ideal assumption of infinite resources. While large public cloud
infrastructures may be a reasonable approximation of this condition, scientific computing
centres like WLCG Grid sites usually work in a saturated regime, in which applications
compete for scarce resources through queues, priorities and scheduling policies, and keeping
a fraction of the computing cores idle to allow for headroom is usually not an option. In
our particular environment one of the applications (a WLCG Tier-2 Grid site) is much
larger than all the others, so a possible strategy is to make it shrink and release resources
when smaller, higher priority ones require them. The implementation of said model in our
infrastructure, based on the OpenNebula cloud stack, will be described and the very first
operational experiences with a small number of strategies for timely allocation and release of
resources will be discussed. Such strategies, which aim to be non-invasive with respect to our
most common class of applications, i.e. Grid jobs, include for example the tuning of virtual
Worker Node parameters (number of cores and lifetime) to match the statistical distribution
of job durations, or the balance between the amount of resources statically pinned to an
application and the amount left available for competitive seizing by elastic applications.
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Development of site-oriented Analytics for Grid
computing centres

Abstract
The field of analytics, the process of analysing data to visualise meaningful patterns and
trends, has become increasingly important to a wide range of scientific applications as
the volume and variety of accessible data available to process (so called Big Data) has
significantly increased. There are a number of scalable analytic platforms and services
which have risen in prominence (such as Elasticsearch) which enable unstructured data from
numerous sources to be gathered, curated and visualised through a single extensible interface.
There is ongoing work in the HEP community evaluating these tools, for example in the
augmentation of system management at regional computing centres. In this context the
provisioning of analytic solutions for computing sites pledging resources to the Worldwide
LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) is an area of considerable interest.
Each Grid computing centre generates a wealth of monitoring data from multiple sources as
part of their ongoing operations. These include system logging, Grid middleware services,
LRMS scheduling information, network and storage utilisation and workload performance.
This rich set of data is available for exploitation using analytics tools to enable post-facto
diagnostics and a more comprehensive understanding of site systems, extending existing
work on site monitoring. A site-oriented analytics portal would allow administrators to
more easily leverage their available logging and monitoring data to determine the causes in
variations in workload performance that may be unclear from a single data source.
In this study we will explore the components necessary for a WLCG site-oriented analytics
platform. A corpus of relevant time-series based monitoring and logging data collected at
two UK Grid computing centres (ECDF and Glasgow) will be categorised and stored. We
will then explore the use of this data as part of a distributed analytics system. A necessary
part of this work will be an examination of the appropriate level of visibility for different
categories of site data. Furthermore, we will explore the extent to which machine learning
techniques could be harnessed to provide predictive capability in error detection by using
curated site data as a continuous training set.
This model is being developed with a particular focus on providing a solution for Grid
computing centres rather than attempting to cover all data sources generated by a Virtual
Organisation (VO). Such an approach is intended to complement analytic development from
larger VOs (such as the LHC experiments) whilst benefiting smaller VOs who may not have
the resources available to develop these types of tools. Based on this work we will look
towards areas of best practice in developing systems of this nature.
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Abstract ID : 389

Integrated Monitoring-as-a-service for Scientific
Computing Cloud applications using the

Elasticsearch ecosystem

Abstract

The INFN computing centre in Torino hosts a private Cloud, which is managed with the
OpenNebula cloud controller. The infrastructure offers IaaS services to different scientific
computing applications. The main stakeholders of the facility are a grid Tier-2 site for the
ALICE collaboration at LHC, an interactive analysis facility for the same experiment and a
separate grid Tier-2 site for the BES-III collaboration, plus an increasing number of other
smaller tenants. The dynamic allocation of resources to tenants is partially automated. This
feature requires detailed monitoring and accounting of the resource usage. We set up a
monitoring framework to inspect the site activities both in terms of IaaS and applications
running on the hosted virtual instances. For this purpose we used the Elasticsearch,
Logstash and Kibana stack. The infrastructure relies on an SQL database back-end for
data preservation and to ensure flexibility to switch to a different monitoring solution if
needed. The heterogeneous accounting information is transferred from the database to the
Elasticsearch engine via a custom Logstash plugin. Each use-case is indexed separately in
Elasticsearch and we setup a set of Kibana dashboards with pre-defined queries in order
to monitor the relevant information in each case. For the IaaS metering, we developed
sensors for the OpenNebula API. The IaaS level information gathered through the API is
sent to the MySQL database through an ad-hoc developed RESTful web service. Moreover,
we have developed a billing system for our private Cloud, which relies on the RabbitMQ
message queue for asynchronous communication to the database and on the ELK stack
for its graphical interface. Concerning the application level, we used the Root plugin
TProofMonSenderSQL to collect accounting data from the interactive analysis facility. The
BES-III virtual instances used to be monitored with Zabbix, as a proof of concept we also
retrieve the information contained in the Zabbix database. Finally, we have defined a model
for monitoring-as-a-service, based on the tools described above, which the Cloud tenants
can easily configure to suit their needs. In this way we have achieved a uniform monitoring
interface for both the IaaS and the scientific applications, mostly leveraging off-the-shelf
tools.
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Abstract ID : 391

pawgo: an interactive analysis workstation

Abstract

pawgo: an interactive analysis workstation

Current interactive analysis toolkits usually leverage a Turing-complete general programming
language, such as C++ or python, married with some kind of interpreter (e.g.: CINT or
CLing) and a graphical user interface to present results (ROOT, matplotlib or Chaco.)
An obvious advantage of using a general programming language is that one can tap the
full power of that language to build any analysis. But conversely, users have to comply
with the sometimes verbose ways of that language to describe “graphics” entities or express
manipulations to be applied to these entities, letting much to be improved on the interactivity
and reactivity fronts.
pawgo is a prototype re-investigating the use of a Domain Specific Language (DSL) - whith
a nod to the old PAW and PAW++ applications.
This paper will first introduce the overall architecture of pawgo, a set of reusable Go libraries
packaged as a portable application, and the tools it leverages (d3.js, WebSockets and RPC
to name a few) to enable both remote and local work as well as batch execution mode. Most
importantly, the paper will describe the use of the grammar of graphics to overcome the
impedance mismatch between general programming languages and graphics manipulations,
thus easily allowing users to create new graphic objects, animations or styles. Indeed, the
grammar of graphics lets users and developers focus on the “what” to display, letting the
underlying library deal with the minute details and ceremony of the “how” best to display.
Finally, the paper will present prospects and work ahead for pawgo to graduate from a
prototype to a full-fledged analysis workstation.
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Abstract ID : 393

SkyGrid - where cloud meets grid computing

Abstract
Computational grid (or simply ‘grid’) infrastructures are powerful but restricted by several
aspects: grids are incapable of running user jobs compiled with a non-authentic set of
libraries and it is difficult to restructure grids to adapt to peak loads. At the same time if
grids are not loaded with user-tasks, owners still have to pay for electricity and hardware
maintenance. So a grid is not cheap and small/medium scientific experiments have difficulties
working with such a computational model.
To address these inflexibility issues we present SkyGrid - a system that integrates cloud
technologies into grid systems. By cloud technologies we mean mainly virtualization that
allows both virtualization of user jobs and computational hardware. Virtualization of user
jobs is performed by means of Docker - a lightweight Virtual Machine system. Virtualization
of hardware is provided by YARN or similar platforms. SkyGrid unties users from the
computational cluster architecture and configuration. Also the virtualization approach we
propose enables some extreme cases like volunteer computing inside browsers by means
of PNaCl technology and running jobs on super-computers. In this paper we present the
requirements and architecture of SkyGrid, interfaces available to end-users and interfaces
to other systems. Also we provide a description of a real case study of system usage for
the SHiP experiment integrating private cloud resources from several universities as well as
volunteer computing resources into a single computational infrastructure.
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Abstract ID : 398

Standing up a data center for the Large Synoptic
Survey Telescope at the National Center for

Supercomputing applications

Abstract
The National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) at the University of Illinois
at Urbana Champaign will provide the processing center for the Large Synoptic Survey
Telescope (LSST) and its Data Access Center for the United States. The LSST is a planned
wide-field survey reflecting telescope that will photograph the entire available sky every few
nights. It will take 30 Terabytes of data nightly, and provide nearly instant alerts issued for
objects that change in position or brightness.
The processing infrastructure at NCSA will receive the exposures from the LSST telescope in
Chile over a dedicated, bandwidth protected network and it will process them for transient
detections within a minute of their arrival producing around 106 transients each night.
The design and architecture of the system draws from High Energy Physics big system
experiences.
In addition, NCSA will provide computing workflows for the annual release production.
Initially, during the commissioning phase, NCSA will be the sole computing site. After
operations commence, additional sites will most likely be added.
Lastly, NCSA will be the United States Data Access Center, providing data to the US
Community, including the United States Dark Energy Science collaboration.
In this paper we revise the tools and solutions used to fulfill the aforementioned requirements
and the requirements posed by the scale of the cluster.
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Abstract ID : 402

POSIX and Object Distributed Storage system –
performance Comparison studies and real-life usage
in an experimental data taking context leveraging

OpenStack/Ceph.

Abstract
The STAR online computing environment is an intensive ever-growing system used for
first-hand data collection and analysis. As systems become more sophisticated, they result in
a more detailed dense collection of data output and inefficient limited storage systems have
become an impediment to fast feedback to the online shift crews relying on data processing
at near real-time speed. Motivation for a centrally accessible, scalable and redundant storage
solution was led from an expansion of data growth and user data processing necessity.
However, standard solutions (NAS, SAN . . . GPFS) are “expensive” solutions and it became
clear a balance of affordability and cost effectiveness was needed. Furthermore, the vast
amount of sparse and distributed storage (disk attached to individual nodes) made the
aggregation of the storage an attractive path. Yet, as shift crews are often composed of
novice members sustaining the daily operations, providing a POSIX compliant interface
within a standard namespace was, for this environment, a strong requirement for any retained
solution.
The acquisition of reused hardware has offered STAR an opportunity to deploy a storage
strategy at minimal to no cost. We have analyzed multiple open source object oriented
cloud inspired solutions and a POSIX compliant storage system. Openstack Swift Object
Storage and Ceph Object Storage were put to the test with single and parallel I/O tests
emulating real world scenario for data processing and workflows. The Ceph file system
storage, offering a POSIX compliant file system mounted similar to an NFS share which
maintain owner/group permissions and historical lookup, was of particular interest as aligned
with our requirements and was retained as our solution.
The Ceph storage system will allow scalability and redundancy without user or system
interruption. Initial configuration for user setup is minimal while maintaining security
and data integrity across the entire cluster. A distributed storage system becomes and
interconnected web of machines utilizing load balancing and redundancy, however if a subset
of machines or all machines go down data loss is unlikely to occur. The expansion of a
cloud storage system is trivial and can allow system administrators do add capacity and
load balancing in a complete transparent manner.
In this report, we will review the necessary steps and requirements for our system, tools
leveraged for performance testing and present comparative IO performance results between
Swift and Ceph Object storage approach in similar context as well as a cross comparison of
performance between the Object and POSIX compliant Ceph approaches. We will also discuss
the benefit of a backbone private network for enhanced performance and fast communication
between the distributed storage system components and scalability considerations for Meta-
Data access and report on actual user’s experience in a data taking environment. Finally,
we will also present in great details the essential steps necessary to setup a Ceph storage
cluster, including tweaks and hardware changes made along the way – the recipes we will
present are not always easy to find in the manual and we hope our presentation will serve
well the community’s interest for distributed storage solutions.
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Abstract ID : 406

Statistical analysis of virtualization performance in
high energy physics software

Abstract

Cloud Computing is emerging today as the new approach followed by computing centres,
since the flexibility the Cloud provides is a powerful component to manage their resources.
Through the use of virtualization, cloud promise to address with the same shared set of
physical resources a large user base with different needs. However, virtualization may induce
significant performance penalties for the demanding scientific computing workloads. This
work presents an evaluation of the usefulness of the current cloud computing services for
scientific applications. The performace of a sample of High Energy Physics (HEP) software
running in a Kernel-based Virtual Machine (KVM) under different set-ups is analysed with
the use of a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA). While clouds are still changing,
our results indicate that the current cloud services have to take into account the different
setups of Cores and Memory in order to get reasonable performances in HEP-Software.
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Abstract ID : 419

Integration of XRootD into the cloud infrastructure
for ALICE data analysis

Abstract
Cloud technologies allow easy load balancing between different tasks and projects. From the
viewpoint of the data analysis in the ALICE experiment, cloud allows to deploy software
using Cern Virtual Machine (CernVM) and CernVM File System (CVMFS), to run different
(including outdated) versions of software for long term data preservation and to dynamically
allocate resources for different computing activities, e.g. grid site, ALICE Analysis Facility
(AAF) and possible usage for local projects or other LHC experiments.
We present a cloud solution for Tier-3 sites based on OpenStack and CEPH distributed
storage with an integrated XRootD based storage element (SE). One of the key features of
the solution is that CEPH has been used as a backend for Cinder Block Storage service for
OpenStack and in the same time as a storage backend for XRootD, with redundancy and
availability of data preserved by CEPH settings.
For faster and easier OpenStack deployment the PackStack solution, which is based on the
Puppet configuration management system, is applied. CEPH installation and configuration
chains are structured, converted to Puppet manifests and integrated into Packstack. This
solution can be easily deployed, maintained and used even in small groups with limited
computing resources and small organisations which usually have lack of IT support. The
proposed infrastructure has been tested on two different clouds (SPbSU \& BITP) and
integrates succesfully with the ALICE data analysis model.
The present work is supported in part by Saint-Petersburg State University research grants
11.38.66.2012 and 11.38.197.2014.
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Abstract ID : 431

Use of containerisation as an alternative to full
virtualisation in grid environments.

Abstract

Virtualisation is a key tool on the grid. It can be used to provide varying work environments
or as pat of a cloud infrastructure. Virtualisation itself carries certain overheads that decrease
the performance of the system through requiring extra resources to virtualise the software
and hardware stack, and CPU-cycles wasted instantiating or destroying virtual machines
for each job. With the rise and improvements in containerisation, where only the software
stack is kept separate, and no hardware or kernel virtualisation is used, their is scope for
speed improvements and efficiency increases over standard virtualisation. We compare
containerisation and virtualisation, including a comparison against bare-metal machines as
a benchmark.
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Abstract ID : 432

The evolving grid paradigm and code "tuning" for
modern architectures- are the two mutually

exclusive?

Abstract

With the data output from the LHC increasing, many of the LHC experiments have made
significant improvements to their code to take more advantage of the underlying CPU
architecture and advanced features. With the grid environment changing to heavily include
virtualisation and cloud services, we look at whether these two systems can be compatible,
or whether improvements in code are lost through virtualisation. This is done by looking at
the efficiency increases achieved in the latest iterations of ATLAS code and testing it within
various grid paradigms.
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Abstract ID : 433

Using vcycle to provision compute resource on a
commercial cloud provider

Abstract

Cloud computing has the potential to provide flexible and elastic computing resource to
the HEP community. This requires robust and simple orchestration tools especially when
interacting with commercial cloud providers where system support is less familiar with HEP
workflow. This contribution will describe the use of ‘vcycle’ to manage compute resource on
a commercial cloud provider. Operational details will be mentioned along with performance
comparison to typical grid sites. The use of a local object store is described and compared
with WAN data access.
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Abstract ID : 438

Maintaining Traceability in an Evolving Distributed
Computing Environment

Abstract
The management of risk is fundamental to the operation of any distributed computing
infrastructure. Identifying the cause of incidents is essential to prevent them from re-
occurring. In addition, it is a goal to contain the impact of an incident while keeping services
operational. For response to incidents to be acceptable this needs to be commensurate with
the scale of the problem.
The minimum level of traceability for distributed computing infrastructure usage is to be
able to identify the source of all actions (executables, file transfers, pilot jobs, portal jobs,
etc) and the individual who initiated them. In addition, sufficiently fine-grained controls,
such as blocking the originating user and monitoring to detect abnormal behaviour, are
necessary for keeping services operational. It is essential to be able to understand the cause
and to fix any problems before re-enabling access for the user.
The aim is to be able to answer the basic questions who, what, where, and when concerning
any incident. This requires retaining all relevant information, including timestamps and
the digital identity of the user, sufficient to identify, for each service instance, and for every
security event including at least the following: connect, authenticate, authorize (including
identity changes) and disconnect.
In traditional grid infrastructures (WLCG, EGI, OSG etc.) best practices and procedures
for gathering and maintaining the information required to maintain traceability are well
established. In particular, sites collect and store information required to ensure traceability
of events at their sites.
With the increased use of virtualisation and private and public clouds for HEP workloads
established procedures, which are unable to see ‘inside’ running virtual machines no longer
capture all the information required. Maintaining traceability will at least involve a shift of
responsibility from sites to Virtual Organisations (VOs) bringing with it new requirements
for their logging infrastructures. VOs indeed need to fulfil a new operational role and become
fully active participants in the incident response process.
We present an analysis of the changing requirements to maintain traceability for virtualised
and cloud based workflows with particular reference to the work of the WLCG Traceability
Working Group.
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Abstract ID : 447

Interoperating Cloud-based Virtual Farms

Abstract

The present work aims at optimizing the use of computing resources available at the grid
Italian Tier-2 sites of the ALICE experiment at CERN LHC by making them accessible to
interactive distributed analysis, thanks to modern solutions based on cloud computing. The
scalability and elasticity of the computing resources via dynamic (“on-demand”) provisioning
is essentially limited by the size of the computing site, reaching the theoretical optimum only
in the asymptotic case of infinite resources. The main challenge of the project is to overcome
this limitation by federating different sites through a distributed cloud facility. Storage
capacities of the participating sites are seen as a single federated storage area, preventing
from the need of mirroring data across them: high data access efficiency is guaranteed
by location-aware analysis software and storage interfaces, in a transparent way from an
end-user perspective. Moreover, the interactive analysis on the federated cloud reduces the
execution time with respect to grid batch jobs. The tests of the investigated solutions for
both cloud computing and distributed storage on wide area network will be presented.
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Abstract ID : 448

Cloud services for the Fermilab scientific
stakeholders

Abstract

As part of the Fermilab/KISTI cooperative research project, Fermilab has successfully run
an experimental simulation workflow at scale on a federation of Amazon Web Services
(AWS), FermiCloud, and local FermiGrid resources. We used the CernVM-FS (CVMFS)
file system to deliver the application software. We established Squid caching servers in
AWS as well, using the Shoal system to let each individual virtual machine find the closest
squid server. We also developed an automatic virtual machine conversion system so that we
could transition virtual machines made on FermiCloud to Amazon Web Services. We used
this system to successfully run a cosmic ray simulation of the NOvA detector at Fermilab,
making use of both AWS spot pricing and network bandwidth discounts to minimize the
cost. On FermiCloud we also were able to run the workflow at the scale of 1000 virtual
machines, using a private network routable inside of Fermilab. We present the details of the
technological improvements that were used to make this successfully.
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Abstract ID : 449

Integrating grid and cloud resources at the RAL
Tier-1

Abstract

Today the primary method by which the LHC and other experiments run computing work
at WLCG sites is grid job submission. Jobs are submitted to computing element middleware
which in turn submits jobs to a batch system managing the local compute resources. With
the increasing interest and usage of cloud technology, a new challenge facing sites which
support multiple experiments in recent years is a need to provide both traditional grid as
well as cloud interfaces, but without partitioning the underlying resources. When the batch
system is busy but the cloud is idle, it should be possible for the unused cloud resources to
be included in the batch system. Similarly, when the batch system is idle but the cloud is
busy, the unused batch resources should be available for users within the cloud. At the RAL
Tier-1 a cloud based on OpenNebula has been under development for some time and will
made available to the LHC experiments and others, as well as being used internally by staff
for activities such as testing and developement. Here we present our experience unifying the
cloud with our production HTCondor batch system in a way that avoids static partitioning,
ensures that resources are used efficiency and that allocations are respected.
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Abstract ID : 450

Implementation of the vacuum model using
HTCondor

Abstract

The recently introduced vacuum model offers an alternative to the traditional methods
that virtual organisations (VOs) use to run computing tasks at sites, where they either
submit jobs using grid middleware or create virtual machines (VMs) using cloud APIs. In
the vacuum model VMs are created and contextualized by the site itself, and start the
appropriate pilot job framework which fetches real jobs. This allows sites to avoid the effort
required for running grid middleware or a cloud. Here we present an implementation of the
vacuum model based entirely on HTCondor, making use of HTCondor’s ability to manage
VMs. Extensive use is made of job hooks, including for preparing fast local storage for use
in the VMs, carrying out contextualization, and updating job ClassAds about the status of
the VMs and their payloads. VMs for each supported VO are created at regular intervals. If
there is no work or there are fatal errors, no additional VMs are created. On the other hand,
if there is real work running, further VMs can be created. Since the HTCondor negotiator
decides whether to run the VMs or not, fairshares are naturally respected. Normal grid or
locally-submitted jobs can run on the same resources and share the same physical worker
nodes that are also used as hypervisors for running VMs.
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Abstract ID : 452

Experience with batch systems and clouds sharing
the same physical resources

Abstract

Today it is becoming increasingly common for WLCG sites to provide both grid and cloud
compute resources. In order to avoid the inefficiencies caused by static partitioning of
resources it is necessary to integrate grid and cloud resources. There are two options to
consider when doing this. The simplest option is to have the cloud manage all the physical
hardware and use entirely virtualised worker nodes in the batch system. The downside of
this is that everything is virtualised, whereas it might be useful to be able to run jobs in
the batch system directly on hardware in order to achieve the best performance. In such a
configuration it is essential that batch jobs can’t interfere with the virtual machines running
on the same node or affect the hypervisors in a negative way, hence containerisation of batch
jobs is particularly important. It is also important to consider the implications of having
both a batch system and cloud scheduling jobs and virtual machines on the same machines.
We present an investigation into the feasibility of having a batch system and cloud sharing
the same set of physical resources carried out at the RAL Tier-1.
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Abstract ID : 460

A virtual validation cluster for ALICE software
releases based on CernVM

Abstract

One of the most important steps of software lifecycle is Quality Assurance: this process
comprehends both automatic tests and manual reviews, and all of them must pass successfully
before the software is approved for production. Some tests, such as source code static analysis,
are executed on a single dedicated service: in High Energy Physics, a full simulation and
reconstruction chain on a distributed computing environment, backed with a sample “golden”
dataset, is also necessary for the quality sign-off. The ALICE experiment uses dedicated
and virtualized computing infrastructures for the Release Validation in order not to taint
the production environment (i.e. CVMFS and the Grid) with non-validated software and
validation jobs: the ALICE Release Validation cluster is a disposable virtual cluster appliance
based on CernVM and the Virtual Analysis Facility, capable of deploying on-demand, and
with a single command, a dedicated virtual HTCondor cluster with an automatically scalable
number of virtual workers on any cloud supporting the standard EC2 interface. Input
and output data are externally stored on EOS, and a dedicated CVMFS service is used
to provide the software to be validated. We will show how the Release Validation Cluster
deployment and disposal are completely transparent for the Release Manager, who simply
triggers the validation from the ALICE build system’s web interface. CernVM 3, based
entirely on CVMFS, permits to boot any snapshot of the operating system in time: we
will show how this allows us to certify each ALICE software release for an exact CernVM
snapshot, addressing the problem of Long Term Data Preservation by ensuring a consistent
environment for software execution and data reprocessing in the future.
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Abstract ID : 461

Lightweight scheduling of elastic analysis containers
in a competitive cloud environment: a Docked

Analysis Facility for ALICE

Abstract

During the last years, several Grid computing centers chose virtualization as a better way to
manage diverse use cases with self-consistent environments on the same bare infrastructure.
The maturity of control interfaces (such as OpenNebula and OpenStack) opened the possi-
bility to easily change the amount of resources assigned to each use case by simply turning
on and off virtual machines. Some of those private clouds use, in production, copies of the
Virtual Analysis Facility, a fully virtualized and self-contained batch analysis cluster capable
of expanding and shrinking automatically upon need: however, resources starvation occurs
frequently as expansion has to compete with other virtual machines running long-living batch
jobs. Such batch nodes cannot relinquish their resources in a timely fashion: the more jobs
they run, the longer it takes to drain them and shut off, and making one-job virtual machines
introduces a non-negligible virtualization overhead. By improving several components of the
Virtual Analysis Facility we have realized an experimental “Docked” Analysis Facility for
ALICE, which leverages containers instead of virtual machines for providing performance
and security isolation. We will present the techniques we have used to address practical
problems, such as software provisioning through CVMFS, as well as our considerations on
the maturity of containers for High Performance Computing. As the abstraction layer is
thinner, our Docked Analysis Facilities may feature a more fine-grained sizing, down to
single-job node containers: we will show how this approach will positively impact automatic
cluster resizing by deploying lightweight pilot containers instead of replacing central queue
polls.
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Abstract ID : 468

The Belle II analysis on Grid

Abstract

The basf2 software framework has been developed the Belle II experiment, the next generation
B-factory experiment at the KEK Laboratory. Belle II will collect 50 times more data than
the previous Belle experiment and has a commensurate increase in computing requirements.
Consequently Belle II has adopted a distributed computing solution to provide the computing
resources required of the experiment. The interface is called gbasf2 and is designed to provide
an easy transition from an analysis done with basf2 to an analysis performed on the grid.
The output of the raw data processing are mDST files, consisting of all relevant information
for physics analyses. Another file format called µDST has been proposed which also records
the reconstructed particle information. We present a study of physics analysis with gbasf2
and compare the performance of the analysis methods which employ mDST and µDST files
on grid sites and on local resources.
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Abstract ID : 470

A quantative evaluation of different methods for
instantiating private cloud virtual machines

Abstract

The RAL Tier-1 has been deploying production virtual machines for several years. As we move
to providing a production private cloud, managed using OpenNebula, we have experimented
with a range of different ways of deploying virtual machine images on hypervisors. We present
a quantative comparison of a variety of virtual machine image and storage combinations,
including monolithic Scientific Linux VMs copied and run locally on hy[pervisors, the same
images run on Ceph shared storage, lean images with volatile filesystems created and run
locally as required. We will also examine the same combinations using the micro-CernVM
- where the bulk of the operating system is provided by the CernVM filesystem. We will
compare performance, with regards to both instantiation time and computational performance
for HEP workloads, and also discuss the virtual machine managememt implications of each
combination.
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Abstract ID : 484

Effective administration through gaining the
portability of the LHC Computing Grid sites

Abstract
Grid computing enables deployments of large scale distributed computational infrastructures
among different research facilities. It has been recently proposed that the Grid infrastructure
be based on cloud computing. Provisioning systems and automated management frameworks
using Cobbler, Rocks, Cfengine and Puppet are being successfully applied to many systems.
Having implemented these new concepts in Grid sites within the Worldwide LHC Computing
Grid (WLCG), they are solving many problems with huge world-wide collaborations and
experiments, such as ATLAS and CMS.
Software provisioning like Cobbler and Rocks involves the process of selecting a target
machine, a server, loading the different systems (bare operating systems, middlewares, and
applications), and customizing individual components and configuring the cluster to make
them ready for production. The provisioning system needs a variety of actions: for example,
creating or changing boot images; specifying particular hardware and network parameters;
and lastly, starting the machine, its softwares, Grid middlewares and high energy physics
applications. Typically, because of the complexity of the systems, system administrators will
perform these tasks using various provisioning and management tools. However, there is a
lack of generic control tools for their huge collaborations that can adequately integrate and
automate these tasks for the large scale Grid sites and local experimental systems in the
WLCG environments. Therefore, even though fundamental components between the large
Grid production site and the small experimental system are similar, every administrator
needs to customize and optimize these different tools and administrative codes when the site
needs to be built and merged with WLCG collaborations.
In terms of resource provisioning, system management, meta-scheduling and portability of
the Grid clusters, the combination of Grid and cloud resources for deploying the WLCG
computing infrastructure introduces new challenges and opportunities. We demonstrate a
way of effective administration and collaboration by using typical Grid middlewares and
various services: globus, TorquePBS, CREAMCE, dCache, StoRM and gLite middlewares.
Multiple virtual Grid clusters have been prepared and the deployments show the effectiveness
of a generalized approach gaining the portability of the grid clusters.
In the present paper, we argue for integrating the concept of a localized LHC Computing
Grid in a testing and deployment framework with that of the so-called Portable-Grid system.
Using virtualization and revision control technologies to share generic system management
codes, procedures installing grid systems, required libraries, experimental codes and bare
operating systems, the remotely prepared Grid systems can be immediately deployed into
virtual images and executed under suitable hypervisors installed on target host platforms
and grid clusters. This approach is allowing the instant construction of localized Grid sites
in a scenario based on OpenStack cloud computing. Further, it enables a new paradigm
applicable also to general experiments in physics and computer science.
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Abstract ID : 492

Network technology research on IhepCloud platform

Abstract

Traditionally, physical computer is used to run high-performance computing jobs. There are
many problems such as job interference with each other, operation system crash because
of abnormal operation and low computing resource utilization. IhepCloud expects to
solve the job isolation, operating system fault isolation and to improve resource utilization
by computing resource virtualization. IhepCloud builds virtual infrastructure platform
and provides virtual machine to high-performance computing system. In this report, we
introduce our network architecture of high-performance computing system which contained
virtual computing resource. We discuss dynamic synchronization between Openstack virtual
environment and physic environment such as virtual machine DNS register, virtual machine
network monitor, synchronization between virtual machine and some application systems.
A service is deployed to collect virtual machine’s information such as virtual machine
name, IP, MAC and so on. The information will be stored to a network database and be
synchronized to each service. These help to transparently integrate virtual system into
physical computing environment. We describe a virtual network topology based on Openstack
neutron component in IhepCloud. In this topology, OVS plugin and vlan mode is deployed to
achieve L2 interconnection between virtual network and physical network. Each computing
node connects to physical switch through trunk links and virtual machine directly access
physic network through 802.1Q supported by OVS plugin. Openstack neutron component
is only responsible for distributing addresses and supporting 802.1Q. L3 is configured in
physical switch. This topology avoids the performance insufficient of pure virtual network
and achieves an easy interconnection with physical network. Thus, virtual system integration
will not result in large changes in computing environment. Finally we report operation and
maintenance experience in our test-bed. Performance testing about glance and ceph will be
given. Testing report shows image copy to each computing node is inefficient and nova with
ceph is not ready. We also introduce and analyze vxlan performance testing with physical
switch.
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Abstract ID : 494

Storage solutions for a production-level cloud
infrastructure

Abstract
At INFN-Bari we have set-up an OpenStack-based cloud infrastructure in the framework of
a publicly funded project, PRISMA, aimed at implementing a fully integrated PaaS+IaaS
platform to provide services in the field of public administration and scientific data analysis.
The IaaS testbed currently consists of 25 compute nodes providing in total almost 600
physical cores, 3 TB of RAM, 400 TB of storage (disks). Connectivity is ensured through
10Gbit/s ethernet connection. Both the backend (MySQL database and RabbitMq message
broker) and the core services (nova, keystone, glance, neutron, etc.) have been configured
in high-availability using HA clustering techniques. The full capacity available in the early
2015 will provide 2000 cores and 8 TB of RAM. In this work we present the storage solutions
that we are currently using as backend for our production cloud services.
Storage-as-service is implemented in Openstack by the Block Storage project, Cinder, and
the Object Storage project, Swift. Selecting the right software to manage the underlying
backend storage for these services is very important, and decisions can depend on many
factors, not only merely technical, but also economic: in most cases they result from a
trade-off between performance and costs.
Many operators use separate compute and storage hosts. We have decided not to follow this
mainstream trend, aiming at the best cost-performance scenario: for us, it makes sense to
run compute and storage on the same machines, since we want to be able to dedicate as many
of our hosts as possible to running instances. Therefore, each compute node is configured
with a significant amount of disk space and a distributed file system (GlusterFS and/or
Ceph) ties the disks from each compute node into a single file-system. In this case, the
reliability and stability of the shared file-system is critical and defines the effort to maintain
the compute hosts: tests have been performed to asses the stability of the shared file-systems
changing the replica factor. For example, we have tested performance and reliability of
GlusterFS in both replica 2 or 3.
We currently use CEPH distributed file system for: - storage of the running VMs enabling
the live migration, - storage of the virtual images (as primary Glance image store), -
implementation of several of the Cinder backends for block devices. We have decided to
enable Ceph as additional backend of Cinder in order to compare features, reliability and
performances of the two solutions. Our interest in Ceph derives also from the possibility
of consolidating the infrastructure overall backend storage into a unified solution. To this
aim, we are currently testing Ceph to run Virtual Machines, both using RBD and Ceph-FS
protocols, and to implement object storage.
In order to test scalability and performance of the deployed system we used test cases which
are derived from the typical pattern of storage utilization.
The testing tools are standard software widely used for this purpose such as: iozone and/or
dd for block storage and specific benchmarking tools like Cosbench, swift-bench and ssbench
for object storage. Using different tools for testing the file-system and comparing their
results with the observation of the real test case, is also a good possibility for verifying the
reliability of the benchmarking tools.
Throughput tests have been planned and conducted on the two system configurations in order
to understand the performance of both storage solutions and their impacts on applications,
aiming at achieving the better SLA and end-users experience.
Implementing our cloud platform, we have also focused on providing transparent access
to data using standardized protocols (both de-iure and de-facto standards). In particular,
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Amazon-compliant S3 and CDMI (Cloud Data Management Interface) interfaces have
been installed on top of the Swift Object Storage, in order to promote interoperability at
PaaS/SaaS levels also.
Data is important for businesses of all sizes. Therefore, one of the most common user
requirement is the possibility to backup data, in order to minimize their loss, stay compliant,
and preserve data integrity. Implementing this feature is particularly challenging when the
users come from the scientific communities that produce huge quantities of heterogeneous
data and/or can have strict constraints. An interesting feature of the Swift Object Storage is
the geographic replica that can be used in order to add a disaster-recovery feature to the set
of data and services exposed by our infrastructure. Also Ceph provides a similar feature: the
geo-replication through RADOS gateway. Therefore, we have installed and configured both
a Swift global cluster and a Ceph federated cluster, distributed on three different geographic
sites. Results of the performance tests conducted on both clusters are presented along with a
description of the parameters tuning that has been performed for optimization. The different
replication methods implemented in the two middlewares, Swift and Ceph, are compared in
terms of network traffic bandwidth, cpu and memory consumption.
Another important aspect we are taking care of is the QoS (Quality of Service) support, i.e.
the capability of providing different levels of storage service optimized wrt the user application
profile. This can be achieved defining different tiers of storage and setting parameters like
how many I/Os the storage can handle, what limit it should have on latency, what availability
levels it should offer and so on. Our final goal is also to set-up a (semi-)automated system
that is able of self-optimising. Therefore we are exploring the cache tiering feature of Ceph,
that handles the migration of data between the cache tier and the backing storage tier
automatically. Results of these testing activities are shown in this presentation. In this work
we show results achieved in terms of performance and functionalities of INFN-Bari cloud
infrastructure while supporting scientific use cases as LHC experiments.
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Abstract ID : 501

Building a bridge between cloud storage and GPFS

Abstract
The possibilities of cloud storage for use in HEP computing have been the topic of many
studies and trials. The typical cloud storage values, easily accessible and expandable,
relatively cheap and with a light weight interface have become available for local storage
as well. Initially as part of larger environments like Open Nebula or OpenStack Swift,
vendors now offer value storage with integrated object based interfaces. Although cloud
storage itself can be accessed with little effort, the integration with existing storage is done
at the application level. However, this approach ties the storage to the application and more
importantly, is not usable for all applications because these require regular POSIX semantics.
The German Tier 1 GridKa as well as the Large Scale Data Facility (LSDF) at KIT, uses
GPFS as the underlying file system for most of its storage. In recent versions GPFS offers a
built-in rule and policy engine that allows complex data management operations including
migrating data to external storage systems. The policy engine can drive hierarchical storage
management (HSM) in which a condition that matches a defined characteristic triggers
an external event such as the copy of a file or the movement of files from and to the file
system. Interfaced to GPFS, cloud storage has the potential to be used transparently for all
applications.
In this paper we present the first results of experiments where data is migrated from and
recalled to a GPFS system that serves as storage for an xrootd disk pool. The data moves
between the GPFS and local cloud storage and as a result, the xrootd system operates
transparently on disk-based virtual storage that is several times larger than the actual file
system. The results of the presented solution are compared with the traditional disk to tape
HSM in use at GridKa. The experiences with the automated migration will be very helpful
for the design of large and cost effective storage systems.
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Abstract ID : 530

Monitoring cloud-based infrastructures

Abstract

INFN-Bari is involved in PRISMA and RECAS, two national projects aiming respectively
at setting up an OpenStack-based cloud infrastructure for the public administration and
the scientific data analysis, and upgrading the computing resources to a new T1-sized
infrastructure. As Bari is also a T2 for the CMS and Alice experiments, setting up the
cloud resources so that they can be used for high energy physics is one of the main goals:
the PaaS+IaaS platform provided by PRISMA will be installed on the RECAS resources
at the beginning of 2015, providing about 2000 cores of additional resources to play as
regular worker nodes. It is fundamental to rethink all the monitoring infrastructure, to
get a new elastic, scalable and automatic setup. In this work a new setup for monitoring
the cloud resources will be shown: in particular, it allows to know the availability of the
underlying IaaS infrastructure and the status of all the IaaS/PaaS services running on the
OpenStack tesbed during the whole life of each virtual machine. Also, it is possible to get
the history of all the sensors related to the infrastructure, together with graphs. Finally,
users are provided with “monitoring as a Service” features: they can instanciate a service
they wish together with a machine monitoring the service itself and showing its status to the
user. The monitoring infrastructure is based on Zabbix, a powerful and flexible monitoring
tool, together with OpenStack itself providing Ceilometer and APIs. It will be shown also
how Zabbix serves the monitoring purposes of the whole remaining farm, basically set up
with a classic batch system, cluster file system and grid middleware. All the nodes have
sensors monitoring the services they run; also the network infrastructure is monitored against
topological loops, high rates of packet collisions, generic unavailability. As the network
topology is known in advance, we cross the information coming from the monitoring tools to
build a dynamic map of the whole farm: if a machine is moved, the dynamic map moves
the server as well after some time. Thanks to this new design, monitoring definitely helps
the system administrator in providing stable services even when dealing with a new big
infrastructure and new services.
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